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SUMMARY 
The aircraft design process is characterised by the application 
of a wide range of knowledge across many disciplines based upon a 
certain degree of judgement and experience of the designer. A two 
pass approach has been taken towards the development of an aircraft 
design expert system based on the requirements of two conceptually 
different design steps namely, wing design and aircraft configuration. 
The current status of the work is one where an actual program for wing 
design exists with supporting documentation, and a very effective 
examination of the knowledge base performed based on the detail 
investigation of overall aircraft design process with particular 
emphasis on the wing design and the aircraft configuration design 
steps. 
The approach taken accomplishes the objectives of the current 
research in defining the knowledge base, providing tools and 
specifications for tools to be used within an aircraft design expert 
system closely following the problem-solving techniques utilised by 
the design expert. 
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The design process involves a series of artifact descriptions at 
various levels of detail. Typically, a search towards a solution does 
not follow a straight step by step path but may require a number of 
iterations through various parts of the process and the problem is 
seldom so simple or the designer so lucky that the first solution is 
optimal from the viewpoint of production, cost, servicing etc. 
Solving a design problem requires both general knowledge about 
the domain and specific knowledge about the problem. It is an 
important human activity which is still poorly understood. From the 
psychological point of view it is interesting as a kind of complex 
problem-solving activity. From the engi. neerinp, point of view it is 
interesting as a way of improving the cost and reliability of the 
design. 
Aircraft design (1,2,3,4,5,6) falls within this complex and 
cyclic process where new designs take a long time to evolve typically, 
15 years for an airliner (7). Such long gestation periods without the 
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advantage of overlapping projects causes serious problems within the 
aircraft industry. First of all, because of personnel changes each 
new design may be generated by, essentially, a novice design team 
which must somehow acquire the knowledge left within the organisation 
by earlier design teams. Secondly, a modern aircraft incorporates a 
high degree of novelty in materials, construction, analysis etc., from 
its predecessors which have to be assessed and included in the design 
by non-specialist design engineers. As a result there is a clear 
requirement that programs exist which preserve the knowledge base of 
the individual firm and also contain the information which will 
facilitate the incorporation of new technology. Reducing the 
development period will allow, for example, the use of electronic 
technology which is state-of-the-art a few years before the aircraft 
is completed, rather than technology which is close to being obsolete 
by the time the aircraft is in production. 
Within computer science the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
has been concerned for more than two decades (8,9,10,11,12) with 
building computational models of processes that would be considered 
intelligent if done by a human. Expert systems (13,14,15,16), an 
application area of AI, has investigated methods and techniques for 
constructing computer programs with specialised problem-solving 
expertise. These programs have generateý considerable interest within 
academia and industry as a result of the high levels of performance 
obtained in narrow problem areas where only experts used to perform 
and by providing a number of important benefits: 
-2- 
They provide a model in which the reasoning process employed 
by the expert in solving domain problems is encapsulated and 
can be extended and modified to include new developments and 
requirements. 
2. The resulting system can be used to solve problems, freeing 
the expert to do more creative work and is a willing expert, 
able to eliminate errors due to oversight or fatigue. 
They serve as teaching tools, in which the user is able to 
trace the expert system's reasoning and learn from it. 
4. The exploitation of expert systems provides a formalisation 
and clarification of knowledge that results from the human 
expert making his reasoning explicit, and the possibility of 
combining the expertise from many human experts to create an 
optimum system, eliminating individual bias. 
5. Finally, they offer the possibility of creating reasoning 
tools which can be used in similar domains. 
Taking into account the current needs in aircraft design and the 
benefits which the development of an expert system for aircraft design 
could bring to this complex field, the specific objective of the 
present work has been the development of better modO. -f roi Ow 
aircraft design process. Towards this goal, the aircraft design 
knowledge has been defined, as it is of paramount importance in 
structuring the inference and representation formalisms of the 
eventual expert system. Following a study of the aircraft design 
process, it was concluded that a full implementation of an expert 
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system for aircraft 
design would not be appropriate, based on'the 
current knowledge about the process. 
The approach taken - which is 
well suited to the present research objectives - was to develop some 
initial ideas with an implementation on a restricted part of the total 
design problem and then increase the level of complexity. 
The wing design was selected as the task to be analysed and 
implemented during the first pass as it is a small and representative 
part of aircraft design which can be separated from other design steps 
without making too rigid assumptions about the final design. A detail 
study of the wing design knowledge base was performed (17) and a 
framework for an aircraft design expert system was defined (18). 
Within this framework the template concept was used to represent the 
wing design knowledge as a series of small and independent design 
steps. These templates were organised as a partially ordered tree to 
represent subgoal-supergoal, sequencial, and conjuctive relationships. 
Based on this initial study, an attempt was made at modelling the 
wing design knowledge using an existing expert system shell namely, 
SAGE (19,20). SAGE was used to model the problem of selecting a 
two-dimensional wing section from a choice of three as part of the 
wing design process. The resulting output in the form of a computer 
program (21) was crude and inflexible, while the task of formatting' 
the wing design knowledge into the SAGE language was rigid, 
repetitive, and odd in many cases. From this initial study, various 
control and man-machine interface requirements were laid down (21) and 
used during later implementations of the wing design task in the logic 
based PROLOG language (22,23,24) which provided the necessary 
flexibility and control structure to model the wing design knowledge. 
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A domain Independent controller (25) was developed to provide the 
necessary design flexibility and correct execution sequence based on 
the evaluation status of the design. The features provided by this 
controller included: 
1. Computes a list of executable steps based on the steps which 
have not been done and whose predecessors have all been done. 
This list can be ordered according to their executable order 
of preference. 
2. Allows special values (commands) can be entered. 
If the results of a step are not satisfactory the program 
allows the user to decide which steps have to be 
re-evaluated. 
4. Allows the user to traverse the design tree in various 
directions depending on the status of the design. 
This controller was evaluated from which a second controller 
implemented (26) with the following extensions: 
1. Allows intelligent backtracking by computing the steps which 
might be the sources of the problems with the design. If 
there are not defined problem sources for a design step the 
program asks the user for the possible problow awl 
problem sources. 
2. Several ways of computing any step are allowed. 
The outcome of this first pass delivered a program (27,28,29) for 
wing design called ADROIT (Aircraft Design by Regulation of 
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Independent Tasks) together with an aircraft design expert-system 
architecture. ADROIT designs a high subsonic aircraft wing by 
selecting a two-dimensional aerofoil section from a choice of three 
alternatives and evaluating a range of suitable sweep angles according 
to the aircraft specification. The above controller together with a 
powerful "man-machine interface makes ADROIT easy and flexible to use 
allowing many wing design configurations to. be tried quickly and 
effectively. 
For the second pass towards the development of an aircraft design 
expert system, the configuration problem was chosen for analysis and 
implementation in order to increase the level of complexity. The 
success of a design largely depends on the aircraft configuration 
i. e., the general layout, external shape, dimensions etc., as 
characterised by the relative location of the main aircraft components 
i. e., wings, engines, tail surfaces, and undercarriage. It is based 
on the investigation into and interpretation of the aircraft function 
and a translation of the most pertinent requirements. A detailed 
study of the knowledge base (30,31,32) was performed which 
identified the sources of knowledge used by the expert designer during 
a solution, and classified this knowledge according to a specific 
type. An extensive enumeration of examples within each knowledge type 
was performed for reference during a later implementation. From this 
detailed study of the knowledge base, it became apparent that the 
framework proposed during the first pass would need to be modified or 
a completely new approach taken in order to effectively represent and 
control the aircraft configuration process. Two main conceptual 
differences between aircraft configuration and wing design were 
identified: 
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1. The size and complexity of aircraft configuration makes it 
difficult to identify in advance every possible design 
sequence or strategy to follow. 
2. The smaller design steps into which the aircraft 
configuration process can be broken down are not independent, 
and the iterations which occur between these sub-steps are 
complex and difficult to identify in advance. 
Based on these conceptual differences and the requirements possed by 
the nature of the aircraft configuration knowledge the modifications 
and extensions to the proposed framework were identified. 
The remaining two sections of this Chapter introduce AI and 
outline the presentation of the work carried out during this research. 
The introduction to AI is performed by describing typical applications 
and knowledge representation techniques used in order to show the 
general computational concepts involved. 
1.2 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
Many human mental activities such as writing computer programs, doing 
mathematics, diagnosing a patient, understanding language, and even 
driving a car are said to demand intelligence. Most of the computer 
programs writing to carry out these tasks have talýcn plncn- iii Ili- 
field called AI. As with any new field there are different views and 
beliefs of what AI is, a popular but perhaps limited definition of the 
field is interpreted from the Turing's test (10): 
An interrogator is separated from a person (or machine) 
under interrogation, and communication is only possible 
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using a terminal. The idea is that if the human cannot 
tell, through the interrogation, whether the communication 
is with another person or a machine, then the machine - if 
indeed it is a machine giving the answers - may be regarded 
as intelligent. 
1.2.1 Applications 
The AI application areas are very extensive thus, the enumeration is 
limited to showing the general computational concepts involved, the 
kinds of data structures used, the types of operations performed on 
these data structures, and the properties of control strategies used. 
1.2.1.1 Problem-solving - Several rather distinct ways have emerged 
for the representing and thinking about problem-solving (33,34,35). 
one is to view problem-solving as a search in which a solution space 
is postulated together with legal moves, that alter this space. 
Thus, solving a problem consists in searching the model of the space 
(selectively) until a goal is encountered. A second way of viewing 
problem-solving is as reasoning in which the knowledge is represented 
in order to allow the deduction of new statements from axioms and 
previously deducedstatements. Here, solving the problem consists in 
accumulating more and more information. by inference until the an. -; wpr 
to the problem has been found. In the third way a set of objects and 
various subsets are defined by the constraints they satisfy. Here, 
solving a problem consists in narrowing down the original set to a 
subset or unique object that satisfies all constraints. These types 
are not mutually exclusive but rather can be viewed as a combination 
of strategies. 
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Various compiiter programs have yielded research conclusions 
towards the development of intelligence in artificial systems. Game 
playing, for example, can enlarge human knowledge of the broad 
heuristic techniques that are necessary in solving economic, social 
and other problems in conditions that are constantly changing and 
difficult to define. Today's programs play championship level drafts 
and backgammon, as well as very good chess. The latter still presents 
problems since the computer is unable to see the board in terms of 
meaningful patterns and humans often solve a problem by finding a way 
of thinking that makes the solution easy whereas AI programs (so far) 
must be told how to think about the problems they solve. 
1.2.1.2 Intelligent retrieval from databases - Database systems are 
computer programs that store a large body of facts about some subject 
in such a way that they can be used to answer questions about that 
subject. 
Many techniques have been developed to enable the efficient 
representation, storage, and retrieval of large number of facts. From 
the AI point of view, the subject becomes interesting when there is a 
need to retrieve answers that require deductive reasoning with facts 
in the database. Problem areas in this application are understanding 
queries stated in natural language, how to deduce answers from the 
stored facts, and the representation of commonsense knowledge in order 
to understand a query and deduce an answer. 
1.2.1.3 Natural language - When humans communicate with each other 
using language, they employ, almost effortlessly, extremely complex 
and still little understood processes. The evolution of language has 
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exploited the fact that humans use their considerable computational 
resources and shared knowledge to generate and understand highly 
condensed and streamlined messages. Thus, generating and 
understanding language is a problem of fantastic complexity. 
Some progress has been made towards understanding spoken and 
written fragments of languages. Typical applications include 
answering questions posed in English, translating sentences from one 
language to another, following instructions given iii English, acquire 
knowledge by reading textual material, etc. Of great importance in 
all of these applications is the role of expectations and the 
representation of commonsense knowledge about the world. 
1.2.1.4 Automatic programming - AI has investigated systems that can 
write computer programs from a description of what the program is to 
accomplish, automatic debugging of programs and programs that learn by 
modifying their own code. Some of the techniques used have been 
through examples, high-level language descriptions, and English 
algorithms. 
1.2.1.5 Learning -A definition of learning (36) is that learning is 
any change in a system that allows it to perform better the second 
time on repetition of the same task or on another task drawn from the 
same domain. Very little progress has been made in learning since 
human intelligence is still poorly understood but, attempts have been 
made with programs (8) that learn from examples, their own experience, 
and from being told. 
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1.2.1.6 Expert systems - on first observation do not appear greatly 
different from equivalent computer programs which evaluate and define 
problems. However, the special feature which make these programs 
different is the representation and use of knowledge bringing 
important benefits to the modelling of the applicý-tion domain as 
described above. Typically the user interacts with an expert system 
as he would interact with an expert i. e., explaining his problem, 
performing tests, and asking questions about proposed solutions. 
Current systems (37,38) have achieved high levels of performance in 
consultation tasks but, are of limited scope and, unlike humans, do 
not know when they might be wrong. 
The structure of expert systems 
The ideal expert system has been described (13) as having the 
following components: 
1. A language processor to mediate information exchanges between 
the expert system and the human expert. 
2. A blackboard to record the intermediate results. 
3. A knowledge base where the facts, heuristic planning and 
problem-solving rules are stored. 
4. A scheduler to control the order in which the rules are 
processed. 
An interpreter to apply the rules. 
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6. A consistency enforcer to adjust previous conclusions when 
new data or knowledge is collected. 
7. A justifier to explain the system's behaviour. 
of these, the knowledge base, database, and interpreter are considered 
to be the essential parts of an expert system but as yet, there is no 
expert system with all the above components which can be applied to 
the solution of significant real world problems. 
Expert system tools 
Expert system tools are programming systems that simplify the job of 
constructing an expert system (39,40). They range from very 
high-level programming languages to low-level support facilities and 
have been classified (39) as programming languages, knowledge 
engineering languages, system building aids, and support facilities. 
The programming languages used for expert system are of two 
types: 
1. Problem oriented languages such as FORTRAN and Pascal 
designed for particular classes of problems for example, 
FORTRAN has convenient features for performing 'number 
crunching'. 
2. Symbol manipulation languages such as LISP and PROLOG 
designed for AI applications for example, PROLOG has 
mechanisms for manipulating symbols in the form of list 
structures to represent various objects. 
Programming languages, like PROLOG, offer the greatest flexibility to 
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the expert system builder or knowledge engineer but fail to provide 
guidance on how to represent knowledge or mechanism for accessing the 
knowledge base. on the other hand, knowledge engineering languages 
offer representation guidelines and controlling strategies but with 
little possibility of modifying or extending the control scheme. 
Few system building aids currently exist, and range from those 
that help acquire and represent the domain expert's knowledge to those 
that help design the expert system under consideration. 
Various support facilities have been developed for helping with 
programming such as debugging aids, knowledge base editors, 
incremental compilers, etc., and tools that enhance the capabilities 
of the finished system such as built-in input/output and explanation 
mechanisms. 
Applications of expert systems 
The enumeration is based on showing the general computational concepts 
involved, the kinds of data structures used, the types of operations 
performed on these data structures, the properties of control 
strategies used, and the relative success of each expert system. 
R1 or XCON (41) is a rule-based expert system that configures VAX 
comptiters by determining ., 
the physical-layotit and interconnpr. tion of 
their many components from a customer's order. The diagrams produced 
are used by a technician to physically assemble the system. It is 
used routinely by Digital Equipment Corporation and over a period of 3 
months in which 3000 orders were processed, 85 percent of these were 
found correct. When errors occurred it was because R1 lacked the 
information on recently introduce products, or due to known, 
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correctable problems with the rules. 
PROSPECTOR (42) assesses the suitability of a site for mineral 
exploitation from the geologist description of a prospect by comparing 
the observations with models of ore deposits, noting similarities, 
differences, and missing information. The knowledge about different 
classes of ore deposits is organised as models. A model contains 
rules combined with semantic nets. Each rule links any logical 
combination of pieces of evidence of particular geological findings 
with hypotheses. The rules form a large inference net, which indicate 
all the connections between evidence and hypotheses and hence all the 
possible inference chains that could be generated from the rules. 
PROSPECTOR has been successful in identifying a mineral deposit 
previously overlooked. 
t 
MYCIN (43) diagnoses meningitis and prescribes drug treatment. 
In operational trials it has been found to be more accurate and 
sure-footed than individual experts. All the knowledge on infectious 
diseases is represented in the form of rules which are expressed in a 
stylised form that simplifies computer interpretation and facilitates 
their translation into English. MYCIN's main goal is to apply its 
rules to determine the identity of all suspicious organisms. When it 
attempts to apply a rule, it queries its database to see whether the 
needed facts are available. If there is no information., thp profr, 1*, 1111 
can rely on the user's knowledge or it can use rules to infer the 
answer. MYCIN's strategy in rule selection is goal oriented and its 
inference method is to reason backward from its initial goal. 
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DENDRAL (44) analyses mass expectral patterns to suggest the 
chemical structure of unknown compounds. It employs an efficient 
variant of generate and test in its problem-solving strategy. Its 
generator can enumerate every possible organic structure that 
satisfies the constraints apparent in the data by systematically 
generating partial molecular structures consistent with the data and 
then elaborating them. An effective validation of DENDRAL's 
performance has been made from various contributions to journals, 
coupled with its acceptance and routine use by chemists. 
The above examples are now considered to be the classical expert 
systems as each one of these programs have reached or surpassed in 
some aspects the performance of a human trained in the relevant 
discipline. The most common expert system is the classifying or 
diagnostic type in which a choice is based on weighing up the 
advantages and disadvantages among a number of alternatives. The 
interrelation of calculation and judgement together with the necessity 
to cycle through the process repeatedely poses a more complex and 
difficult problem in design than those met in creating many of the 
existing expert systems from the diagnostic type (43) to the 
configuration type (41). Thus, an aircraft design expert system is 
radically different from existing programs being constructive rather 
than diagnostic in its inference struqture. In addition, it is 
attractive as an example of a modern design model which will enable 
the formalisation and clarification of design knowledge from the 
designer making his reasoning explicit. The structure of the 
resulting program allows it to be used as a consultation and teaching 
aid and permits the application of the design concepts to other design 
domains. 
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It has to be admitted that within design, little progress has 
been made and as yet there are no general design expert systems. This 
lack of progress relates to the fact that design is a highly creative 
activity involving diverse problem-solving techniques and many kinds 
of knowledge. However, some success has been reported, particularly 
on the electronics domain (45), other design domains include the 
preliminary structural design of high-rise buildings (46) bas ed on a 
generate-and-test paradigm, design of mechanical components (47) where 
questions of knowledge representation and use of different c ontrol. 
strategies have been addressed, and rule based systems for assembly 
and coating in manufacturing design (48). 
1.2.1.7 Robotics - has addressed a wide range of fields (8) from the 
optimal movement of robot arms to methods of planning, a sequence of 
actions to achieve a set of goals and thus AI has developed several 
techniques for modelling states of the world, describing the process 
of change from one world state to another, understanding how to 
generate plans for action and how to monitor the execution of these 
plans. Complex robot control problems have forced the development of 
methods for planning at high levels of abstraction, ignoring details, 
and then planning at lower levels where detail becomes important. 
1.2.1.8 Combinatorial and scheduling problems - AI researchers have 
worked on methods for solving several types of combinatorial problems. 
Their efforts have been directed at making the time versus problem 
size curve grow as slowly as possible even when it must grow 
exponentially. Several methods have been developed for delaying and 
moderating the inevitable combinatorial explosion, with emphasis on 
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using knowledge about the problem domain in order to obtain more 
efficient solution methods. 
1.2.2 Knowledge representation techniques 
A representation is a set of syntactic and semantic conventions that 
make it possible to describe things (9). The syntactic part of a 
representation specifies the symbols that may be used and the way 
those symbols may be arranged. The semantics specifies how meaning is 
embodied in the symbols and the symbol arrangements allowed by the 
syntax. Much of AI research to date has been concerned with 
representation of knowledge (8,9,49) about the world in a way that 
can be efficiently collected, stored, and utilized by a computer. 
In a knowledge representation system, three levels can be 
distinguished: the knowledge expressed in a particular formalism, a 
set of applicable inference rules allowing for the manipulation and 
derivation of not explicitly stated knowledge, and a control component 
describing the way in which the inference rules are to be used. The 
way a computer program represents knowledge affects how it can apply 
and manipulate that knowledge. A good representation should be 
explicit about the right thin gs, constraint exposing, complete, 
concise, transparent, computationaly efficient, detail suppressing, 
and computable. Experience has shown that designing a good 
representation is often the key to turning hard-problems into simple 
ones. The most important consideration in examining and comparing 
knowledge representation schemes is the eventual use of the knowledge, 
which involves three stages: acquiring more knowledge, retrieving 
facts from the knowledge base relevant to the problem at hand, and 
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reasoning aboia these facts in search for a sobition. 
While the choice of a uniform representation has allowed the 
construction of large systems, current research is showing a trend 
towards more complex and heterogeneous approaches. It has frequently 
been noted that humans exploit several different representations of 
the same phenomena. For example, in the development of expert 
systems, experts seem to exploit rule like associations to solve 
problems quickly but can shift to using more reasoned arguments based 
on first principles when need arises. This section surveys the 
representation schemes used extensively in AI programs (8,49,50). 
1.2.2.1 L2. E: ic - has traditionally provided a firm conceptual 
framework for representing knowledge as it can formally deal with the 
notion of logical sequence. First-order logic has two aspects: its 
syntax and its semantics. The syntactic aspect is concerned with 
well-formed formulae admitted by the grammar of the language. The 
semantics is concerned with the meanings attached to the symbols in 
the well-formed formulae. A predicate has a value of true or false 
and is used to represent relations. A proposition is an expression in 
which the predicate affirms or denies something about the subject. A 
constant represents an object in the domain. 
An interpretation of a proposition is its truth for a given spt 
of bindings for its variables. Bindings are substitutions of 
constants for variables. A proposition is valid if it is true for all 
interpretations. A proposition logically follows from the conditions 
if it is true whenever its conditions are true. For example, 
IF A and B THEN C 
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C, logically follows from the propositions A and B. The introduction 
of the resolution principle (51) i. e., a single inference rule allows 
for all possible deductions in first-order logic, created great 
expectations towards automatic construction of proof but the systems 
developed were inefficient. 
Logic programming (52,53) is based on two disjoint components: 
the logic statement of what the problem is that has to be solved and 
the control statement of how it is to be solved. The ideal of logic 
programming is that the programmer should only have to specify the 
logic component of an algorithm. The control should be exercised 
solely by the logic programming system. Unfortunately, this ideal has 
not yet been achieved with current logic programming systems. 
Progress has been made to enlarge the power of logic programming 
through the enhancement of the expressive power, development of more 
flexible control mechanism etc. PROLOG is the best known logic 
programming language. 
PROLOG (PROGramming in LOGic) has the mechanisms required for the 
development of advanced information processing; flexible pattern 
matching, general data structures, and a search strategy based on 
backtracking. Its dual semantics (declarative vs procedural) allows 
the representation of concepts and relationships between objects with 
great clarity. The PROLOG language has been initially developc-, d -mid 
used for AI applications such as expert systems, interaction with the 
data and knowledge bases, natural language processing, design, 
decision or planning problems, and other areas where simulation of 
human intelligence is required. The structure of PROLOG is 
significantly different from conventional programming languages. A 
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conventional program consists of an ordered series of machine 
instructions to solve a particular problem which regards data and 
instructions as totally separate entities and concepts. A PROLOG 
program consists of a set of facts and rules which describe the 
application in a very concise, declarative, and clear way. PROLOG 
removes the distinction between coded instructions and data in order 
to treat rules and facts sometimes as data to be reasoned about and 
sometimes as code to be executed. A line of PROLOG code defines 
something that the computer should know rather than something it 
should do. 
1.2.2.2 Semantic nets - are considered to be the most general and 
perhaps the oldest knowledge representation scheme in Al. Abstract 
relationships between objects are commonly drawn as nodes and links. 
Objects represented by nodes can be physical objects, events, acts, 
abstract categories, or descriptors. Links represent relationships 





Where aeroplane and wings are nodes representing concepts and has-part 
is the name of the link specifying their relationship. Hierarchical 
relationships can be constructed and nodes can inherit properties of 
higher-order nodes. Computational problems arise as the network 
databases become large and due to the semantics of the network 
structure e. g., it is difficult to handle exceptions. 
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1.2.2.3 Procedural representation - The distinction between 
declarative and procedural representation of knowledge has had a key 
role in the development of AI. Declarative representations stress the 
static aspects of the knowledge (facts, events, and their relation) 
while procedural representations focus on the dynamic aspects of 
knowledge (how to use the knowledge). Procedural representation 
systems (8) incorporate ways for explicitly expressing control 
information in order to direct their problem-solving activity. Thus, 
partial solutions to problems which are not defined on the entire 
problem space can be admitted. As a consequence, heuristic 
information which typically is based on incomplete knowledge can be 
easily treated. In addition, procedural systems allow for specifying 
which knowledge should be used to solve a given problem. 
1.2.2.4 Production systems - represent knowledge as a set of 
condition-action rules or productions (8,54) i. e., 'If this condition 
occurs, then do this action'. For example, 
IF wing mounted engines THEN bending relief 
Production rules are the most frequently used method by experts to 
explain how they solve problems and many well-known expert systems 
have been built using productions. 
A production system consists of a knowledge base where the 
productions and the data are stored and an interpreter which controls 
the system's activity by executing rules in some prespecified order 
until one is found whose condition matches the database, the body of 
that rule is executed and matching of other rules continues. This 
account is an idealization of production systems and most of them vary 
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in the form of rules and In the order in which they are executed. 
1.2.2.5 Frames - (8) are complex data structures for representing 
knowledge about the objects and events typical to specific situations 
in a way that directs attention and facilitates recall and inference. 
Frames describe values of attributes in a slot or filler format. Each 
slot can contain a value for the attribute, a procedure for 
calculating the value, or one or more rules for finding the value. 
Attached to each frame are different kinds of information such as how 
to use it. For example, 
When a robot enters a room, it activates a room frame which 
loads into the working memory a number of expectations about 
what might be seen next. Suppose the robot perceives a 
rectangular form. This form in the context of a room might 
suggest a window. The window frame can then be used to test 
the confidence in this hypotheses. 
Frames are organised in a hierarchical way, with the highest level 
frame containing information that applies to all frames below it. Any 
frame related to a higher order frame is said to inherit the 
characteristics of the latter. 
Object-Oriented programming does not represent a true frame 
language but many of the concepts are similar i. e., an Object-Oriented 
system has a single type of entity, the object, that represents both 
the procedures and the data. Smalltalk (55,56,57) is the oldest and 
best known of the Object-Oriented programming languages (58). A 
Smailtalk program is a collection of objects that communicate by 
sending and receiving messages. Each object can store some data and 
has a set of methods (equivalent to procedures, subroutines or 
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functions of conventional languages) which define the messages it can 
understand. Similar objects are grouped into classes. All the 
objects belonging to a particular class share the same structure and 
set of methods. The Smalltalk classes are organized into a tree 
structure. At the root of the tree is class 'Object', which defines 
the default structure and behaviour of all objects. All the other 
classes are subclasses of Object. A subclass inherits its structure 
and the methods it understands from the parent or superclass, but can 
alter the structure, and add, delete, or change the set of methods an 
object (instance) of its class will understand. 
1.3 PRESENTATION OF RESEARCH WORK 
The research work outlined in section 1.1 and to be described in the 
following Chapters has been directed at providing an expert system 
which will assist designers in the preliminary design of civil 
airliners. The status of the work is one where a prototype program 
for wing design exists with supporting documentation and a very 
effective examination and evaluation of the aircraft design knowledge 
base has been performed using two conceptually different design steps 
of increasing complexity. The developments and limitations of various 
concepts and techniques which have evolved for inferencing and 
knowledge representation are addressed in detail in subsequent 
Chapters. 
Chapter 2 is directed towards the study of the aircraft design 
knowledge by identifying the sources of knowledge used in the design, 
classifying this knowledge into different types, and by describing 
some knowledge representation issues. In Chapter 3 the full aircraft 
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design process is described in all its complex nature with the wing 
design and aircraft configuration receiving a more detailed 
description. 
A full implementation of the aircraft design process in a single 
pass is not guarantee to succeed thus, a two pass approach has been 
adopted as described above. Chapters 4 deals with the first pass by 
describing the knowledge used by the expert designer in solving the 
wing design problem. A framework for an aircraft design expert system 
is described together with its status and illustrations of the 
knowledge representation features used within the wing design program. 
Chapter 5 describes the main details of the resulting output 
during the second pass in which aircraft configuration is considered. 
The types of knowledge found in aircraft design identified during 
Chapter 3 are used to aid in identifying the knowledge representation 
requirements for aircraft configuration. Extensive examples drawn 
from the aircraft configuration process are presented for each type of 
knowledge. Based on this study, the conceptual differences between 
aircraft configuration and wing design are presented together with the 
necessary extensions to the aircraft design expert system framework. 
Chapter 6 describes a computer program for wing design using the 
knowledge representation techniques . presented 
in Chapter 4 by 
describing the scope, procedures used, operating instructions, and a 
consultation session. The problems with this implementation and the 
lessons for an aircraft configuration program are presented in 
Chapter 7. The work is concluded in Chapter 8, with a statement on 
the status of the current work and recommendations for further 
developments. 
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CHAPTER 2 
AIRCRAFT DESIGN KNOWLEDGE 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Design (59) is the conception of a component, system, or process to 
accomplish a specified task optimally subject to certain solution 
constraints. The design process is not a straight step by step path 
but, a series of trials and errors. Any one solution may require a 
number of iterations through various parts of the process and the 
problem is seldom so simple or the designer so lucky that the first 
solution is optimal. 
Any design can be viewed as a two step process. First, the 
designer must conceive a method, scheme, or idea that he thinks can 
work. This is a creative, searching, innovative step. It requires 
breadth of knowledge and experience, the'relating of diverse elements, 
and an open-ended type of thinking which diverges to and ranges among 
many possible solutions. The second step consists of analysing the 
method, scheme, or idea quantitatively to ensure that it can be made 
to work satisfactorily, subject to given constraints. This requires 
depth of specialised knowledge, the recognising and remembering of 
specific facts, mathematical skill, and thinking which converges to a 
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single solution. The two steps are quite different and people skilled 
at one may not be generally skilled at the other. 
The sources of knowledge which help the aircraft designer do a 
successful job are presented in this Chapter. This knowledge is then 
classified into different types and various knowledge representation 
aspects of the design process are described. 
2.2 SOURCES OF KNOWLEDGE 
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nt of luck, and a sense of history and an 
understanding of future trends none of which can be taught. However, 
there are skills and knowledge which are more closely identified with 
the designer's engineering education and which can and are taught. 
The sources of knowledge as shown in Figure 2.1 are described below. 
2.2.1 Subjective 
The designers in depth knowledge and training in aircraft design 
together with the associated analytical and computational methods is 
important. The ability to deal competen. tly and confidently with hssir 
problems or ideas from other disciplines is of particular importance 
in aircraft design as the designer might be a 'structures man' by 
training but he must be able to solve problems in aerodynamics, 
stability and control etc. Futhermore, because of the dynamic nature 
of the field the designer should have up-to-date knowledge. 
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2.2.2 Specification 
Aircraft design is based on the investigation into and interpretation 
of the aircraft function and a translation of the most pertinent 
requirements into a description of more specific tasks. The aircraft 
must satisfy the performance figures laid down in the design 
specification and within these limits it must achieve the best 
economic yield and operational flexibility. The designer should have 
a clear understanding of the operational requirements of the aircraft 
such as special requirements regarding visibility from the cockpit, 
the desirability of the aircraft carrying a very low price-tag and 
fuel burn etc. 
2.2.3 Trend 
A specific aircraft is often inspired by a trend or line of evolution 
which has its origin somewhere in the past. This evolutionary process 
is influenced by the experience of the design community, competition, 
the innovations from scientific advances, and individual designer 
flair. 
2.2.3.1 Experience - Good problem-solving requires practice. 
Designers acquire various sorts of knowledge when they solve or fail 
to solve a design problem, and when doing one, or more rough designs. 
What they learn in the process enables them to produce a better design 
next time round. Although the general design requirements will 
provide important pointers, there is no clear cut design procedure 
which can be followed and much of the success of the aircraft to be 
built is based on the experience and resources of the designer. 
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Factors which help the designer do a successful job include: 
1. The ability to analyse a given component, system, or process 
using engineering or scientific principles in order to arrive 
at meaningful answers in reasonable time. 
2. The ability to make decisions in the face of uncertainty but 
with a full and balanced grasp of economic factors, technical 
practicalities, scientific necessities, human and social 
considerations etc. Thus, the designer should develop a 
'design philosophy', determining priorities, indicating 
solutions etc. 
2.2.3.2 Competition and scientific advances - Competition forces 
manufacturers to explore new and useful ideas which have the long-term 
effect of advancing the technology. However a major restraining 
factor is the need to meet existing or anticipated airworthiness 
requirements. Also, excessively large departures from the existing 
state of the art may, however, lead to the taking of unwarranted 
technical and commercial risks. For the conservative operator, the 
technological advanced aircraft must be easy to handle and maintain. 
The development of a new design is very expensive and must be 
superior to existing designs to justify the reqitired investment. For 
example, as a replacement for the Boeing 727, Airbus has developed the 
A320 which offers an improvement on the former aircraft. Boeing on 
the other hand, has introduced the 757 which offers an updated' 727 
(e. g., new engines and wings)p and has on the drawing board a 
revolutionary prop-fan design for the 1990's. In other cases (e. g., 
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DC10, TriStar) production has been haulted due to commercial 
pressures. 
2.2.3.3 Flair - refers to the required aesthetics in order to have an 
aircraft which appeals to operators, passengers and crew. The 
designer has to have the 'knack' of getting a right compromise between 
conflicting requirements. This is not only linked to experience, but 
goes beyond it. For example, a man with 20 years experience might 
produce an inferior design to that of a less experienced man with 
flair. The expression if it looks right, it is right, is not as 
ridiculously as it seems. 
2.2.4 Environment 
The environment relates to how the aircraft is going to be loaded, the 
airport facilities, atmospheric conditions, how it will be maintained 
and flown? etc. This represents a combination of factors, some of 
which can be directly quantified and others which are indirect, 
require the use of experience or heuristics to quantify. 
2.2.5 Production and analysis facilities 
Production and manufacturing techniques are dependent upon history and 
the preference of local management and design teams. For example, 
some factories traditionally bond components together because they 
have invested in bonding equipment, know how to design bonded 
components efficiently and can guarantee a predictable performance. 
New techniques are introduced into the production very carefully with 
due consideration given to potential economics. As an example; 
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robotics are being increasingly used, but they are only justified if 
the production numbers warrant the investment in new machines. The 
designer must have the knowledge of and appreciation for the potential 
of both old and new production and analysis facilities. If his 
factory does not have the required equipment he can ask for it to be 
obtained or sub-contract the work. Sophisticated computing and 
analysis techniques (and suitable staffl) determine the confidence of 
calculations. If such techniques are not available, conservative 
assumptions or more testing will be required. 
2.3 TYPES OF KNOWLEDGE 
Abstractly speaking, knowledge (8,13) consists of descriptions, 
relationships, and procedures in some domain of interest. The type of 
knowledge found in aircraft design is firm, fixed, and formalised 
(e. g., airworthiness requirements), and at the same time it is 
subjective, ill-codified, and partly judgemental (e. g., weighing the 
consequences of selecting a turbofan over a turboprop). In order to 
represent facts and relationships acquired from the designer in a 
computer program, the aircraft design knowledge has been separated 
into the following five types. 
2.3.1 Commonsense 
Commonsense is used to draw conclusions from partial information and 
make assumptions as a resource limiting process by default or subject 
to certain conditions. Also, commonsense is required to draw new 
information by allowing tentative solutions to be explored when the 
designer knows what is generally wanted but not how to create it. 
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2.3.2 Constraints 
constraint is a relation between a set of qualitative or 
quantitative descriptions. There are two kinds of constraints in the 
design problem. One set of constraints applies to the designer's 
problem-solving procedure and consists of such items as his own 
knowledge, time, experimental and computational facilities available. 
The other set of constraints applies to the problem solution and 
consists of such items as cost, nature, availability of materials, 
equipment, or manufacture skills. The status of a constraint may be 
satisfied, unsatisfied, withdrawn, or proposed. 
2.3.3 Subproblem interaction 
Abstraction emphasises the important considerations of a problem and 
enables its partitioning into subproblems. Designers factor the 
design into subproblems in order to cope with the complexity of the 
task. Subproblems are said to be nearly independent when they can be 
solved with little coordination of the solution process. Typically 
these subproblems are partially constrained, meaning that they permit- 
more than one solution when only local constraints are considered. 
Thus, the designer needs to consider not only the local constraints 
but also the global constraints in order to cope with subproblem 
interaction. 
2.3.4 Metaknowledge 
Metaknowledge refers to knowledge about knowledge. It is required in 
order to: 
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1. Give priorities to conflicting goals, achieving the important 
ones first. For example, limiting the time and cost of the 
design process is often an important goal. 
2. Satisfy those goals that are part of several major goals 
before other subgoals. 
3. Check preconditions before executing an operation. 
4. Use heuristics to guide the search process and to reduce the 
amount of computation. For example, designers select one 
design method over another based on such factors as the ease 
of applying it, likelihood that it will not lead to a dead 
end, and its predicted impact on the eventual design. 
2.3.5 Consequences 
Consequences refer to the properties which are inherited when a goal 
succeeds. 
2.4 ASPECTS OF THE DESIGN PROCESS 
The sources of knowledge a designer uses during a search for a 
solution have been classified into five different interrelated types. 
This section extends the above presentation by identifying val-ious 
aspects of the design knowledge which have to be taken into account 
when defining the knowledge representation scheme to be used. 
2.4.1 Incomplete knowledg 
It cannot be assumed that the knowledge base is a complete description 
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of the world it is intended to model (60). This observation has 
important consequences for the operations defined over the knowledge 
base (inference, access, matching) as well as the design methodologies 
for knowledge bases. Closely connected with the issue of incomplete 
knowledge is the issue of default reasoning. In every day situations, 
decisions have to be made in absence of explicit information about 
certain facts. In these cases, general knowledge can be very useful 
for inferring reasonable conclusions. 
2.4.2 Approximate and plausible reasoning 
In cases where incomplete knowledge exists the system may be able to 
determine the choice at some stage of the problem-solving process thus 
guessing is needed in order to continue with the solution. For 
example, because of the size of the task a designer cannot immediately 
assess the consequences of design decisions thus, guessing can be an 
efficient way to explore design possibilities tentatively. Guessing 
can also be used to obtain a rapid solution to a convergent series of 
solutions. The difficulty with guessing is in identifying wrong 
guesses and recovering from them efficiently. 
2.4.3 Unreliable data 
Experts sometimes make judgements in a hurry, under the pressure of a 
deadline. All the data may not be available, some may be suspect, and 
some of the knowledge for interpreting the data may be unreliable. 
There exists an obvious necessity for recognition and proper handling 
of such inconsistencies with the formalization of extra metaknowledge 
in order to correct the data, take back assumptions, or combine 
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evidence. 
2.4.4 Spacial knowledge 
Aircraft design involves the manipulation of physical objects. Thus, 
it is necessary to find suitable representation and reasoning methods 
to deal with spatial knowledge. 
2.4.5 Different points of view 
In aircraft design there is a need to take into account the knowledge 
acquired by different means or to be used with different objectives. 
2.5 CONCLUSIONS 
Knowledge representation is fundamental to the development of expert 
systems. The present Chapter has been concerned with identifying the 
sources of knowledge in aircraft design for the purpose of classifying 
this knowledge together with describing various aspects of the design 
knowledge. The following Chapter describes the aircraft design 
process in its full complexity with special reference to the wing 
design and the aircraft configuration problems. 
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FIGURE 2.1 KNOWLEDGE SOURCES IN AIRCRAFT DESIGN 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE AIRCRAFT DESIGN PROCESS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The sources of knowledge described in the previous Chapter form the 
basis of the aircraft design process where knowledge is structured and 
reasoned upon to create the aircraft itself. -In practice, 
the actual 
knowledge employed in aircraft design (1,2,3,4,5,6) involves the 
application of the fundamentals of aerodynamics, materials and 
structures, propulsion, flight mechanics, operational analysis, 
statistics and optimization and also requires a certain degree of 
judgement and experience of the designer. It is this library' of 
information which enables the designer to make his first guesses and 
so get started. The aircraft must satisfy the performance figures 
laid down in the design specification and within these limits it must 
achieve the best economic yield and operational flexibility. 
Essentially the design process is one of successive approximations 
with the incorporation of fresh data and new requirements as the 
design proceeds. 
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The aim of this Chapter is to outline the first few design steps 
as implemented at Cranfield (1) namely, specification, data bank, 
parametric study, fuselage design, wing design and aircraft 
configuration. The scope of the present work, however, has been 
limited to the wing design and the aircraft configuration as it is 
felt that these two steps are characteristic of the problem-solving 
techniques employed during aircraft design as a whole thus, a more 
detailed description of these two steps is provided. The remaining 
part of the design process as shown in Figure 3.1 consists of highly 
analytical steps which are primarily used to examine the various 
configurations under consideration in line with the specification. 
3.2 SPECIFICATION 
The design process starts with a specification for civil aircraft 
which is put forward by both the manufacturers and operators (61). 
The former highlighting the benefits of new technology and concepts 
with the hope of stimulating the markets to demand new aircraft. The 
latter recognising the limitations or outmodednness of its current 
fleet and putting forward a new specification based on estimates of 
its future requirements using projections of future traffic and route 
patterns. Typical items from the specification are (1,61): 
1. The aircraft must have the potential of making a profit foi 
the airline. This is reflected in targets for direct 
operating costs, return on investment, and break-even load 
factors. 
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2. Satisfactory flight characteristics both at high and low 
speeds and at high and low altitudes for various 
configurations. 
3. The design structure must satisfy demands regarding strength, 
rigidity, weight, service life, accessibility, development 
and manufacturing costs. 
4. Definition of airworthiness, reliability and safety 
standards. 
5. other requirements include: fuel consumption, passenger 
acceptance, noise level, 
production run etc. 
3.3 DATA BANK 
time scale, number of expected 
In view of the current 15 year development period (7) required for a 
modern aircraft, a new type will only be successful if it is better 
than the old designs which it is intended to replace and preferably 
better than old designs competing for the same slice of the market. 
New designs often develop from previous designs in an evolutionary 
process using experience built up within the design team. Additional 
controls on design variations are imposed by the airworthiness 
authorities which lay down standards and safety requirements. It is 
true to say today as in 1949 (62) that 
Modern aircraft have become so complicated that the stage 
between the inception of a new design and the final 
acceptance trials has become both lengthy and expensive. 
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Therefore, large departures from existing state of the art can lead to 
unwarranted commercial risks and may lead to difficulties in 
airworthiness certificates. The term data bank is used to denote the 
experience built up within the design team from aircraft in a similar 
category. It contains data relating to the old designs being replaced 
and to new competing designs together with requirements laid down by 
the airworthiness authorities. 
3.4 PARAMETRIC STUDY 
A parametric study is a design investigation based on general 
calculation methods and sizing procedures, making it possible to vary 
configuration parameters and quantify their effect on the design. it 
consists in using simple empirical expressions (2) to optimize 
variables such as maximum. lift coefficient, aspect ratio, wing 
loading, thrust loading, whilst satisfying the requirements of 
take-off and landing. performance and economic cruise in line with the 
specification. 
3.5 FUSELAGE DESIGN 
The fuselage fulfils several functions, but primarily serves as the 
load carrying part of the aircraft. Structurally it must absorb the 
loads (shear forces, torsion and bending moments) transmitted from the 
wing, tail, power plants and undercarriage. Aerodynamically it must 
have low drag characteristics and good interaction with other aircraft 
components (e. g., wing, tail, power plants). In designing a fuselage 
the following structural and layout considerations should be taken 
into account (1): 
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Simple structural design giving an efficient and flexible 
layout with little loss of space, and the possibility of 
increasing the length of the fuselage if necessary. 
2. The cabin should be unobstructed with easy access to the 
aircraft services so as to reduce the flight turn around 
time. 
3. The number of passengers determines the number of emergency 
exits, toilets etc. At least one window close to each 
passenger must be provided. 
4. There should be sufficient levels of passenger comfort. This 
is expressed by seat widths, aisle widths,. seat pitches, 
adequate toilets and galley facilities. 
5. The fuselage should have a good aerodynamic shape and provide 
adequate crew vision and tail clearance for take-off and 
landing. 
3.6 WING DESIGN 
Wing design (1,2) is an important part of aircraft design on which 
range, maximum speed, manoeuvrability etc., are largely dependent. 
Its design will force the designer to consider the aircraft as n urholl, 
and hence fix some of the assumptions. Aerodynamically, a wing milst 
satisfy requirements for lift, drag, flying qualities, drag rise, 
aeroelastics, flap effectiveness, and tip stall. Structurally, a wing 
should have adequate strength and stiffness in bending and torsion, 
transmit the aerodynamic and inertia loads, possess long life 
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characteristics etc. Consideration should also be given to the use of 
composite materials and active controls, (63) to reduce the wing 
bending moments and hence the effective load factor. 
The aircraft specification will give the required Mach number and 
the up-stream parametric study will have determined the aspect ratio, 
maximum lift coefficient at take-off and landing, optimum cruise 
altitude and lift coefficient. With this information the, wing design 
process can continue. In designing high performance aircraft emphasis 
is placed on speed as a major factor contributing to the economy and 
the operational suitability of the conceptual design. The basic 
considerations for attaining a high cruise Mach number are the 
adoption of sweepback (or sweep forward), design of improved aerofoil 
sections and optimum distribution of spanwise twist, camber and taper. 
Figure 3.2 shows the wing design steps described below. 
3.6.1 lst STAGE: two-dimensional wing design 
The first decision to be made is to select an aerofoil shape which 
because of the desire to create an efficient design, will probably 
lead to the use of a supercritical section. These sectionsý have the 
characteristic of generating lift right across the chord instead of 
concentrating lift at a point immediately behind the leading edge as 
on conventional sections thus, delaying the effect of drag rise, see 
below. 
3.6.1.1 Stall characteristics - The primary function of the wing is 
to provide lift which a designer can affect by varying the wing 
section shape (lift coefficient) and the wing area, and a pilot by 
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varying the cruising altitude (air density) and the air speed. At 
high angles of incidence and low speeds, the stalling characteristics 
of an aircraft determine the handling qualities and the ability of the 
pilot to recover from a complete stall. As the stall is approached 
the flow over the upper surface of the wing separates with the 
increase in drag and a sudden decrease in lift. The stalling speed of 
a wing is affected by the wing loading and maximum lift coefficient 
while the stalling behaviour is affected by the planform, aerofoil 
sections and wing twist. 
3.6.1.2 Cruise lift/drag ratio - The drag is the force in the same 
direction as the incoming air flow experienced by the wing, it depends 
on the shape of the wing (drag coefficient), frontal area, air density 
and velocity. The drag can be divided into two components: 
lift-dependent drag and zero-lift drag. The former is a function of 
the wing lift and can be minimised by making the wing long and slender 
and by ensuring that the lift is distributed right across the span in 
an efficient manner. The latter is proportional to the square of the 
speed and depends on the shape of the wing and the skin friction, here 
the designer has to compromise between a short and bluff shape with 
low skin friction drag but high form drag and a long and stream lined 
design with low form drag but excessive skin friction drag. Thus, the 
cruise lift/drag ratio is a measure of the efficiency of the wing. 
3.6.1.3 Pitching moment - At all speeds the aircraft must be in 
equilibrium about the centre of gravity with respect to the imposed 
loads. At the specified cruise Mach number and lift coefficient the 
pitching moment should be of low to moderate magnitude to prevent a 
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high trim drag and torsional moments required to preserve equilibrium. 
3.6-1.4 2-D drag rise - is characterized by a rapid rise in both 
zero-lift drag and induced drag caused by the compressibility effect 
(the formation of shock waves) which causes flow separation. The flow 
velocity at which this effect occurs is called the critical Mach 
number. At the specified cruise Mach number the critical Mach number 
should be sufficiently high to avoid compressibility effects. 
3.6.2 2nd STAGE: three-dimensional effects 
We must achieve an acceptable design in terms of 3-D drag rise, 
aeroelastics, tip stall, flap effectiveness and weight. 
3.6.2.1 3-D drag rise - depends on the aerofoil section, 
thickness/chord ratio (t/c), sweep angle, aspect ratio, and 
wing-fuselage interaction. Possible ways of delaying drag rise 
together with some of the 'side effects' are discussed below (1,2): 
Supercritical wing sections as mentioned above increase the 
critical Mach number allowing a higher cruising speed. 
Smaller t/c increases the critical Mach number allowing a higher 
cruising speed, but there is a limit to the minimum value of t/c diie 
to structural considerations and handling qualities at low soeed. 
Wing sweep is a very effective way of delaying and reducing the 
drag rise effects since it depends on the Mach number of the flow 
normal to the leading edge. But, there is an incre ase in landing and 
take-off speeds, reduction in the maximum lift coefficient and flap 
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effectiveness, and Increase in wing loading towards the wing tip which 
increases the wing root bending moments. 
Spanwise variation of sweepback has been used in certain designs 
to confer special structural and layout advantages such as enabling 
inboard local t/c to be increased permitting more fuel to be carried 
and a place to attach and stow the main undercarriage if required, and 
a decrease of sweep outboard should improve low speed' performance. 
Unfortunately, in practice it seems to be necessary to have several 
discrete wing sections, each of which has a constant sweep. The kinks 
vhich occur at the intersections are structurally inefficient and 
cause flow separation. Sweepback is normally used since swept forward 
wings are subject to divergence and longitudinal instability unless 
the angle is small. 
Reducing the aspect ratio and waisting of the fuselage in the 
r egion of the wing delays the drag rise effects. 
3.6.2.2 Aeroelastic effects - Recent trends in aircraft design have 
led to very slender wings in order to reduce weight and it is an 
effective way to achieve long range and high cruising altitude. As 
consequence, distortion ' or laeroelastic' effects have become 
important. These include: 
Flutter which involves the interaction of aerodynamic, 
elastic and inertia forces to produce unstable oscillations. 
2. Control effectiveness and reversal i. e., when an aileron is 
deflected downwards the additional lift created tends to 
'untwist' the wing reducing the effectiveness of the control, 
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at the 'reversal' speed the untwisting effect can be so great 
that the aileron produces the opposite effect to that 
desired. 
3. Divergence where at a certain divergence' speed the 
aerodynamic moment is greater than the elastic restoring 
torque and the wing diverges and can break off. 
4. Dynamic response to loads and accelerations developed during 
manoeuvres, heavy landings, taxing etc which are often more 
severe due to 'dynamic overshoot' effect from the inertia 
forces. 
These snags can be prevented by careful analysis and by such measures 
as shifting the aeroelastic axis, twisting the wing, repositioning the 
power plants, using high speed ailerons and spoilers, and using carbon 
fibre construction. 
3.6.2.3 Tip stall - denotes the stall which starts near the wing tip 
as the wing is brought to a high incidence. A highly tapered wing 
reduces pitch-up tendency and has a high torsional rigidity but, if it 
is tapered sharply there is a notable reduction in the maximum lift 
coefficient near the tip thus aggravating the tendency towards early 
tip stall. Twisting the wing (wash-ow) will. reduce the tip stall. 
effect by changing the lift distribution across the wing but, it 
reduces the lift/drag ratio. The introduction of camber reduces the 
tip stall problem by changing the profile drag of the section. 
3.6.2.4 Flap effectiveness - Increasing the aspect ratio, high angles 
of incidence may be required in order to generate enough lift and 
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reduce the approach speed making the jiidgempnt of the landing point 
more difficult for the pilot and gives the aircraft a tendency to 
, float, after the landing flare. In order to overcome these 
difficulties an effective flap system is required. Flaps and other 
devices change the wing camber and planform area enabling relatively 
high lift coefficients to be achieved at low speeds where the drag is 
not necessarily so critical, and low drag at high speeds where lift 
coefficient is of less importance. Leading edge flaps and slats are 
often used in conjunction with high speed wing sections to prevent 
premature flow break away. 
3.6.2.5 Wing weight estimate - Fuel consumption is proportional to 
aircraft weight of which the wing typically accounts for one tenth of 
the empty mass. If we want to fly a greater distance we could 
increase the fuel capacity - but there is a law of diminishing 
returns. It is in fact much better to reduce the aircraft weight 
including wing weight as much as possible by optimising the main load 
carrying elements and paying careful attention to detailed design. 
Also, consideration should be given to the use of composite materials 
and active controls in the design. 
3.6.3 3rd STAGE: wing planform 
Wing planform refers to the general shape of the wing as viewed from 
above and takes into account such factors as sweep angle and aspect 
ratio. A comparison with similar aircraft allows the final planform 
to be selected. This fixes the position of the kink and the wing tip 
chord and makes allowances for major structural components, fuel 
storage, undercarriage and engine location. 
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3.6.4 4th STAGE: design for take-off and landi 
The high lift devices i. e., trailing edge flaps, lift dumper etc., 
work towards the maximum lift coefficient values produced by the 
parametric study. At this stage it is necessary to take into account 
the proportions of the wing span used by the fuselage and ailerons. 
The take-off and landing performance must be checked when the aircraft 
configuration, aerodynamics, and weight are well defined. There may 
then be further modifications to the flaps. 
3.6.5 5th STAGE: final sizin 
The parametric study gives the optimum wing loading thus, when the 
total aircraft weight is known, the required wing size may be 
determined. 
3.6.6 6th STAGE: iteration 
However, because the weight of the wing contributes to the loads to be 
carried by the wing the design will not be correct at first pass 
through the sizing process. Thus, the above stages are repeated with 
an increasing accurate estimate of the wing size and weight until the 
process converges to a solution. 
3.7 CONFIGURATION 
Aircraft configuration (1,2,3) is described in this section in terms 
of the advantages and disadvantages of different configuration choices 
for each aircraft main component as shown in Figure 3.3. It is found 
that the arrival at a suitable solution cannot be laid down in a 
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universal, detailed proredure but rather that it is made of one or 
more iterations. Typically, after a trial configuration has been 
subjected to a first analysis of its characteristics (weights, mass 
distribution, performance, flying qualities, economy etc. ), it will be 
seen either that it does not meet all the requirements, or that 
improvements in some respects are possible. 
3.7.1 Engine configuration 
Engine configuration (1,2,64) as illustrated in Figure 3.4 consists 
of selecting the best compromise between engine type, size, and 
position. In performing engine configuration two assumptions have 
been made, one is that the total thrust (power) to be supplied by the 
engines is approximately known (from the parametric study) and the 
other is that the thrust reversal system and the Auxiliary Power Unit 
(APU) will not be designed but its presence should be taken into 
account at an early stage. 
3.7.1.1 Engine type - Comparison between the different types of 
engines is difficult and can be misleading. This is because of the 
many varying parameters which must be considered such as flight speed 
and duration, altitude, and the structural and aerodynamic 
configuration of the aircraft. Fortiinately the problem has largelv 
solved itself since, with only few exceptions, the role of each type 
of engine is well defined except in some cases where the aircraft 
design will be based on an engine project for which certain 
characteristics are still subject to variation. The following 
considerations (2) have to be taken into account when selecting an 
engine type: 
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1. Limits regarding engine output (rating) and operational 
conditions i. e., temperature, altitudes, speeds. 
2. The thrust and fuel consumption for various engine ratings, 
altitudes, and airspeeds. (Fuel now accounts for more than 
50 percent of the airliner direct operating cost. ) 
3. Engine weight, dimensions, and location of the centre of 
gravity (cg) have to be considered when installing the 
engine. 
First and maintenance cost. 
5. Engine noise and vibration. 
6. Passenger appeal e. g., passenger preference for jet propelled 
aircraft over propeller driven aircraft. 
There are two groups of aircraft according to the type of engines 
used, propeller driven and jet propelled aircraft. 
Propeller engines operate at Mach numbers between 0.2 and 0.65. 
The design of the propeller should fit both the engine characteristics 
and the performance of the aircraft. The geometry of the propeller is 
also important in view of the clearance between the propeller and the 
airframe or the ground. Three types exist: 
Piston engines no longer have an application in aeronautics 
apart from small, light aircraft where first cost is of prime 
importance, and it is unlikely to be used in aircraft flying 
faster than Mach numbers (M) equal to 0.5. The installation 
weight for a given power is relatively high. An important 
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consideration with piston engines is the method of cooling. 
The vast majority of current engines are air-cooled since it 
is a very simple system but it does involve a considerable 
drag penalty, which is not too critical in light aircraft. A 
more complicated alternative is the liquid cooled engine but 
it is heavy and the radiator that is used to cool the liquid 
produces drag. Also, the piston engine burns gasoline rather 
than cheaper kerosine. The maximum power currently available 
is 400hp, greater power requires the use of more engines, or 
turboprops. 
2. Turboprop engines are universally used in aircraft flying at 
Mach numbers less than 0.65 except in the smallest aircraft 
despide a more complex propeller control mechanism and higher 
cost per horsepower than for piston engines. It has the 
advantages over the piston engine in having a lighter weight, 
lower fuel consumption, smoother running, and a source of 
compressed air. 
3. Propfan driven aircraft could be the next major advance in 
commercial aircraft technology (65,66). They differ from 
older propeller designs because they can operate at jet 
speeds, but with far greater efficiency. Propfan engines use 
modern technology jet turbines to power the propeller 
systems. The propellers differ from earlier designs by using 
more blades, single- or contra-rotating, which are highly 
contoured for aerodynamic efficiency and are usually motinted 
on the aft end of the engine. Mach numbers between 0.7 and 
0.8 can be obtained without blade compressibility effects. 
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On an average short-haul trip, the fuel consumption could be 
reduced by up to 35 percent that of the most advanced 
turbofan engines available, and possibly by as much as 50 
percent under many aircraft currently in service. But, 
problems remain regarding structural and ground clearance, 
and near and far field noise. 
Jet propulsion (64) is used at Mach numbers greater than 0.65 due 
to blade compressibility effects on conventional propeller engines 
which reduce efficiency, while offering a relatively high degree of 
freedom when positioning the engines. Two types are observed: 
1. Turbojet is used at Mach numbers between 0.75 and 3.0 at 
altitudes of up to 18Km but, for aerodynamic reasons few 
aircraft operate between 0.9 and 1.4. The cost and 
complexity of the turbojet rules out its use in many 
applications although, some light aircraft use turbojet 
engines at Mach numbers down to 0.55 where the layout 
advantage of eliminating large propellers offset the weight 
increase relative to the turboprop. It is also very noisy 
and it has much worse fuel consumption than the turbofan. 
2. Turbofans or Bypass has the advantage over the turbojet of 
reducing both fuel consumption and noise and talcen to the 
extreme may use a geared, variable pitch fan which 
effectively makes the engine a ducted turboprop. Although, 
they run out of power at very high altitudes and sonic 
speeds, and are heavier and more complicated than turbojets. 
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3.7-1.2 Engine size - and number of engines are determined from the 
thrust/weight ratio performed during the parametric study. In theory 
the minimum number of engines required is one and this number produces 
the most efficient design but, in practice the minimum number of 
engines required is two (67). Some of the considerations in using 2, 
3, or 4 engines are listed below. 
4 engines need to be less powerful than 3, which in turn need 
to be less powerful than 2. This is because there is a 
requirement for safe take-off in the event of the failure of 
a single engine. Thus, the failure of one in a twin engined 
aircraft engines would result in a thrust loss of 50 percent 
whereas in a four engined aircraft is 25 percent. 
2.4 engines weight more than 3 which in turn weight more than 
2. 
3.4 engines cost more than 3 which in turn cost more than 2. 
4.4 engines produce more drag than 3 which in turn produce more 
drag than 2. 
5.4 engines will cause more unscheduled withdrawals due to 
failure than 3 which in turn will cause more than 2. 
6.4 engines will cost more to maintain than thlee, which A 
turn will cost more to maintain than 2. 
7.4 engines carried on the the wing will save more structure 
weight than 2. 
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8.4 engines mounted on the fuselage penalise the weight more 
than do 3, which in turn are worse than 2. 
9. Present regulations state that more than 2 engines are 
required if long haul over-water routes are to be used. 
The length of the take-off runway has proved to be the most useful 
parameter for comparison purposes (2). For example, it is generally 
found that two jet engines are used for short-haul aircraft and three 
or four for medium and long ranges. 
3.7.1.3 Engine position - and installation are one of the most 
difficult problems in project design (1,2,3,68). Factors which 
should be investigated include: 
1. Bending relief and landing impact loads. 
2. Engine maintenance. 
Foreign object ingestion. 
Fuel, anti-icing, and air conditioning. 
5. Passenger and cargo loadability. 
6. Far and near field noise levels. 
7. Performance in terms of drag, maximum lift, and second 
segment climb. 
8. Flying qualities. 
The two main possible layouts are the wing and fuselage mounted 
engines. 
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Wing mounted engines present the problem of trying to achieve 
favourable aerodynamic interference with the wing or, at worst, 
minimise the unfavourable interference. Wing mounted engines can be 
overwing, underwing or midwing, yielding one or more of the following 
consequences: 
1. The engines can be easily accessible from the ground. 
2. The mass of the engines and pylons lead to a reduction in 
bending moment at the wing root, thus lightening part of the 
wing structure. 
3. The engines pylons can have a favourable effect on the 
airflow at large angles of attack and tend to counteract 
pitch-up of sweepback wings. 
4. In case of the aircraft crashing, the engines can absorb some 
of the impact energy.. 
5. There is loading flexibility due to the relative position of 
the wing and the tail arm, setting the cg position at about 
half the aircraft length without large variations. 
6. The short intake and exhaust ducts enable the engines to run 
under optimal conditions. 
7. Separately spaced engines are well placed from the safety 
point of view in the case of fire but, engines placed too far 
outboard increase the landing impact loads and a large yawing 
moment can result from an engine failure. 
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The engines may be restricted in position by the need to 
provide ground clearance in order to eliminate, as far as 
possible, the possibilities of stones and other debris being 
thrown into the air intake particularly with underwing pod or 
propeller mounted engines. 
9. There is an increase in induced drag and in particular with 
overwing mounted engines (69). 
10. Flap fatigue can be a problem due to engine exhaust. 
11. Reduces flap span which can lead to more complexity for a 
given lift coefficient. 
Burying the engines within the wing is nowadays not used in transport 
aircraft. It yields the following consequences: 
1. 'Clean' and relatively big wing. 
2. The hole through the wing causes structural penalty. 
3. The wing can carry less fuel. 
4. There is not much flexibility with respect to being able to 
change the engine type without structural alterations to the 
wing. 
Fuselage mounted engines fitted towards the rear of the fuselage 
yield the following consequences: 
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1. A 'clean' wing with the possibility of using full span flaps. 
2. A low cargo floor can be obtained. 
3. After an engine failure, there is little yawing moment. 
4. Minimises the noise perceived by the crew and passengers. 
5. The wing has to be set further back to balance the aft 
engines reducing the loading flexibility due to the greater 
cg movement which can cause stability and control problems. 
6. Large tailplane is required in order to provide sufficient 
tail moment due to a shorter tail arm with the consequent 
loss in lift/drag ratio. 
7. A local 'beef up, of the rear fuselage structure is required 
and leads to a loss of useful space in the tail, resulting in 
added structure weight and a larger fuselage for the same 
payload. 
8. Engines mounted on the rear of the fuselage are often 
combined with a tailplane on top of the fin. 
9. Due to the jet exhaust there can be structural damage (e. g., 
fatigue) done to the tailplane, fin and rear fuselage. 
10. In the event of the aircraft crashing, the inertia forces 
from the engines can damage the wing'fuel lines. 
11. Hot air from the engines (used as de-icing) and fuel lines 
must pass through the fuselage. 
Another possible arrangement is that of the three-engine aircraft 
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where one engine is generally mounted centrally at the rear of the 
fuselage. The problem which will have to be faced here is whether to 
bury the engines in the fuselage, which will require a fairly long and 
curved inlet with consequent loss of efficiency and extra weight, or 
to bury the engine in the tail unit which causes structural problems 
due to the hole, or have the engine installed in a pod on top of the 
fuselage, but in that case the vertical surface forms an obstruction. 
Although the three-engine aircraft adds an extra safety factor to the 
aircraft operation, the installation of all three engines on the 
fuselage should be avoided if possible. 
3.7.2 Win& configuration 
Wing configuration (1,2,3) as seen in Figure 3.5 is characterized by 
the wing design as described in section 3.6 and the horizontal and 
vertical position of the wing on the fuselage. 
3.7.2.1 Horizontal wing position - Positioning of the wing along the 
fuselage is concerned with the longitudinal stability and control of 
the aircraft. A very important factor in aircraft configuration is 
the location of the cg for various loading conditions. The aircraft 
can be balanced by moving the wing position along the fuselage (fore 
and aft) in order to obtain a satisfactory cg position. This depends 
mainly on engine position. 
3.7.2.2 Vertical wing position - The wing is normally set at a small 
angle (1 to 3 degrees) to the longitudinal axis of the fuselage to 
ensure minimum drag for the whole aircraft and that the fuselage axis 
or cabin floor will be horizontal during cruising flight. With the 
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interior arrangement, safety, performance and flying qualities, and 
structural aspects becoming the deciding factors when the choice 
between high, low and mid wing is not dictated by considerations of 
maximum operational flexibility. The advantages and disadvantages of 
each of these positions are listed below. 
High wing presents the following advantages: 
1. The floor level is low for quick loading and unloading of 
cargo and personnel, and provides good access to the fuselage 
for maintenance. 
2. There is generally more freedom when positioning the engines 
relative to the wing particularly with propellers. For 
underwing mounted pod engines it provides ground clearance 
and protection against foreign object damage. 
3. The pilot and the passengers have a good outside view. 
4. Easier conversion into a dedicated cargo aircraft, for 
example the commuter Shorts 330 converted to the cargo 
aircraft SHERPA. 
5. The wing-fuselage combination has a favourable aerodynamic 
effect. 
The following considerations are put against this layout: 
1. Retraction of the main undercarriage poses special problems. 
In small propeller aircraft it may be possible to retract the 
main undercarriage into the engine nacelles or in the tail 
booms, but in the case of larger aircraft in doing so would 
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make the undercarriage tall and heavy (3). This will lead to 
mounting the undercarriage under the fuselage which would 
need to be strengthened to absorb the landing loads 
increasing the aircraft weight. Also, 
width requirement between undercarriage 1, 
means that the legs have to be mounted 
away from the fuselage centre line. With 
this requires large blisters fairings 
aerodynamic drag and weight, and interfere 
over the unswept rear fuselage. 
there is a minimum 
egs, this usually 
as far as possible 
retractable legs, 
which add to the 
with the airflow 
Provisions must be made for escape through the cabin, roof in 
case of a forced landing on water. 
3. Accessibility to engines and wings for refuelling and 
maintenance purposes is more difficult. 
4. Depending on the fuselage size the wing structure can 
interrupt the cabin headroom. 
5. Damage to the fuselage by stones and other debris can be a 
problem in rough fields due to the proximity of the fuselage 
to the ground. 
Mid win is generally chosen when mi nimum drag in high speed 
flight is of primary importance. It is generally found in fighter and 
trainer aircraft provided the space required for the useful load is 
small in relation to the total internal fuselage volume. For 
transport aircraft this layout is not a good solution since it 
presents structural problems and interrupts the cabin. 
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Low wing Is the most familiar layout and offers the following 
advantages: 
1. Good accessibility to engines and wings. 
2. Provides a good solution for positioning the main 
undercarriage with weight savings. 
3. The generally greater fuselage height above the ground offers 
advantages when, after a fuselage stretch, the tail angle 
available is still sufficiently large to allow for optimum 
rotation during take-off, without creating unacceptable 
geometrical pitch angle limitation. 
4. The low wing and possibly the engines will form a large 
energy absorbing mass during a forced landing, although they 
can also present potential fire hazards upon contact with the 
ground. If the air6raft is forced down on water, the wing 
can serve as a floating platform. Emergency exits over the 
wings ease passenger and crew exit. 
5. The ground effect reduces the take-off distance but increases 
the landing distance. 
Disadvantages of a low wing layout: 
1. Difficult to ensure enough ground clearance for engines. 
2. On large aircraft the high floor makes the aircraft dependent 
on special loading and boarding equipment. 
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3. If the aircraft has a fuselage diameter less than 3 metres 
then it becomes difficult to fit the wing underneath the 
fuselage, and flow separation at low speeds can be a problem. 
Fairings at the wing root can be installed to minimise this 
problem but the aircraft weight goes up. 
3.7.3 Undercarriage configuration 
The landing gear (1,2,3,4,70,71,72) of modern aircraft (tyres, 
wheels, brakes, landing legs and associated retraction equipment) 
represents a substantial unit of the aircraft, it accounts for some 3 
to 5 per cent of the maximum take-off weight, which is equivalent to 
15-20 per cent of the structural weight of the aircraft. The 
maintenance costs associated with the undercarriage represent a 
considerable item in the total maintenance bill. This is particularly 
hard to accept because the undercarriage contributes virtually nothing 
to the flying and economic capabilities of the aircraft. The basic 
design requirements are (71): 
1. It must be capable of absorbing a certain amount of energy, 
both vertically and horizontally. In addition, the 
undercarriage characteristics must be adapted to the 
load-carrying capacity of the airfields from which the 
aircraft is intended to operate. 
2. During taxying, take-off and landing no other part of the 
aircraft will touch the ground. 
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3. No instabilities must occur, particularly diming maximm 
braking effort, crosswind landings and high-speed taxying. 
Figure 3.6 shows undercarriage configuration as described below in 
terms of selecting a type, position and size. 
3.7.3.1 Undercarriage type - Take-off catapults, take-off trolley, 
snow skids, four castors mounted at the tip of the wings and rudders 
have been developed for special purpose aircraft. However, most 
aircraft have three wheeled elements, with either an auxiliary front 
or rear wheel, most load being carried by a pair of wheels near the cg 
A few aircraft have been built on the so called bicycle or tandem 
layout in which the mainwheels are arranged practically in the plane 
of symmetry of the aircraft and the front and rear wheels absorb 
landing impact loads of the same magnitude, auxiliary outriggers 
prevent the aircraft falling over sideways when taxying or at rest, 
the structure must also withstand the loads imposed on it during an 
outrigger first landing. The main considerations in selecting a type 
are: stability and performance during lift-off, touch down, and 
taxying, retraction and positioning, cost. The types observed in 
practice i. e., tailwheel, nosewheel, and bicycle are described below. 
Tailwheel layout is now obsolete for most designs, its advantages 
should nevertheless be mentioned: 
1. It is usually the lightest for the same aircraft structure. 
2. The location of the auxiliary wheel is a relatively 
unimportant part of the fuselage. 
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3. Some of the total forward energy is dissipated in air drag 
due to the tail down attitude when landing, energy which 
otherwise would have to absorbed by the brakes. 
4. During braking the aircraft tends to pitch nose down, 
increasing the mainwheel reaction and reducing the 
possibility of skidding. 
In spite of these advantages the tailwheel type has fallen from 
favour, largely because of the following disadvantages: 
1. Drag forces due to braking, act forward of the cg and are 
thus destabilising in yaw so that there is a strong tendency 
for the aircraft to swing. Heavy braking can cause the 
nosing over or overturning of the aircraft. 
2. In a two point landing the resulting pitching moment is 
nose-up. The increase of incidence implied by this is likely 
to cause an increase of lift and the aircraft will bounce. 
3. Take-off is made more difficult by the increased drag until 
the tail can be raised. 
4. When taxying the pilot has difficulty in seeing where he is 
going unless the aircraft is 'swung' from side to side. 
5. Loading of the aircraft with cargo and passengers is 
complicated by the inclined floor line. 
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Nosewheel (tricycle) layout is considered typical in today's 
airliner. The major advantages are: 
1. Heavy braking cannot cause nosing over or overturning because 
the nosewheel acts as a prop. 
2. Brake drag forces act behind the cg and are therefore 
stabilising in yaw. 
3. The initial take-off attitude has a low drag. 
4. The nose down pitch resulting from a two point landing helps 
to shed lift and prevents bouncing although lift dumping may 
still be required. 
5. The view of the pilot is relatively good. 
6. Whilst the aircraft is on the ground, the fuselage, and hence 
the cabin floor, is always roughly horizontal. 
The increase in landing speed of modern aircraft has accentuated these 
advantages so that they more than outweight the following 
disadvantages: 
1. High weight of the nosewheel. 
2. The need for a tail b"mper, 'or locally stiffened rpar 
fuselage. 
3. The main and nosewheels may be difficult to mount because of 
their location to a suitable structure. 
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4. Any tendency towards an aft movement of the cg is detrimental 
to ground stability. 
5. The horizontal attitude of the aircraft during deceleration 
reduces the aerodynamic drag which assists the brakes. 
6. As the mainwheels are aft of the cg, the application of 
brakes and implied nose down pitch reduces the reaction 
forces causing a strong possibility of skidding to arise. 
7. The retraction of the nosewheel can be difficult. 
Bicycle layout has many disadvantages but one or two particular 
advantages have resulted in its application in certain designs, such 
as for bomber and vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) aircraft. The 
important advantages are: 
1. The main load carrying wheels are located roughly equidistant 
fore and aft of the cg, thereby leaving a substantial length 
of the aircraft about the cg clear of obstructions. 
2. The wheels can be stowed in the fuselage thereby ensuring a 
good wing structure. 
Disadvantages against this layout include: 
Outriggers are necessary and unless care is taken in the 
layout they can become large and heavy. 
2. The aircraft landing attitude must be carefully controlled. 
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3. A large elevator power is necessary to raise the nose during 
take-off. 
3.7-3.2 Undercarriage position - The most satisfactory procedure in 
laying out the undercarriage (71) is to consider first the wheel 
disposition in elevation for the landing and take-off conditions, and 
then the arrangement in plan based on conditions of stability during 
taxying, lift-off and touch down. Some of the questions which need 
answering include: 
1. Where will the main legs be located - fore or aft?, where 
will they be attached to?, will they obey ground stability 
criteria?. 
2. Where will the main leg be located laterally?, will it obey 
ground stability rules?. 
3. Is there sufficient ground clearance for the rear fuselage, 
engines, flaps etc., at all expected aircraft attitudes?. 
If a retractable undercarriage has been chosen, where will 
the undercarriage be stowed?, is there sufficient room? if 
not, are blisters acceptable?. Is the retraction direction 
compatible with free-fall in the 6vent of power failtire?. 
Disposition of the wheels in elevation require that the rear of 
the fuselage remains clear during take-off and landing, and that 
during taxying there should be enough clearance between the ground and 
any other part of the aircraft. For each undercarriage type the main 
considerations are described below. 
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1. Tailwheel layout The tailwheel will be mounted as far aft 
as possible to reduce the load on it, but compatible with 
stowage and structure. The mainwheels will be mounted 
forward of the cg position along a line from it substending 
an angle with the normal to the ground of about 17 degrees as 
shown in Figure 3.7. An angle less than 15 degrees can be 
dangerous when heavy braking is used because of the 
possibility overturning. The danger of overturning is caused 
by forces acting sideways on the aircraft such as a 
crosswind, angle of yaw relative to the runway, high speed 
turn during taxying, or taxying over uneven surfaces. 
Therefore allow the angle to be less than 16 degrees only 
with the cg position in an adverse position, retaining 17 to 
18 degrees under normal conditions. On the other hand, a too 
far forward position will increase the load on tailwheel, and 
there will be difficulty in obtaining sufficient elevator 
moment to lift the tail at take-off, to allow the aircraft to 
accelerate. 
2. Nosewheel layout The nosewheel should be mounted as far 
forward as possible to reduce the load on it, minimise 
elevator power required for take-off, maximise main gear load 
for maximum retardation during braking, and maximise 
stability. A too far forward mounting may cause a greater 
structure penalty in carrying the loads down to the fuselage 
structure than would be saved in the weight of the nosewheel 
itself. The mainwheels will be mounted behind the cg but not 
too far to keep the nosewheel loads low. 
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Knowledge of the wing incidence on the approach enables 
the ground line to be drawn relative to the aircraft datum. 
There should normally be about 15cm (6in) ground clearance 
unless a bumper is specifically incorporated. At touch down 
it is usual to assume that the shock absorber will be fully 
extended and this includ6s any bogie trim angle which may be 
used. The position of the main wheel, or centre of a 
multiwheel assembly is determined by ensuring that the 
contact point is at least 4 degrees behind the perpendicular 
drawn from the ground line to the most adverse landing cg 
position as illustrated in Figure 3.8. Excessive aft 
location of the mainwheel may imply an unacceptably large 
elevator power for lifting the nose at take-off, or large 
nose down pitch in landing. Unduly far forward location of 
the mainwheel implies poor ground static stability. The 
mainwheel location can be fixed provisionally relative to the 
nosewheel and the airframe. Consideration must be given to 
the location of suitable attachment structure and stowage 
space. In many cases the static ground line is parallel to 
the aircraft floor line or datum, but sometimes a nose up 
attitude is desirable to assist the take-off. Location of 
the nosewheel is initially determined by reference to the 
static load which it will react. This should be 10 per cent 
of the aircraft all up weight. Less than 8 per cent implies 
poor steering adhesion and consequently difficult ground 
manoeuvring, whilst more than 14 per cent results in a heavy 
unit and ground instability. 
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3. Bicycle layout The fore and aft location of the wheels is 
likely to be mainly determined by the structural or bomb door 
requirements. The optimal layout will give about equal loads 
under dynamic braking conditions, otherwise the front and 
rear tyres may not be of equal size. The static loads will 
be 55-60 per cent on the rear wheels and 40-45 per cent on 
the front wheels. The outrigger wheels or skids should be 
reasonably close to the cg in elevation to eliminate any 
tendency to pitch the aircraft in a fore and aft plane when 
touching down one outrigger first. They should clear the 
ground when landing with a small angle of bank but not too 
much, otherwise as the aircraft taxies, the centrifugal force 
set up when turning may cause high dynamic loads on the outer 
auxiliary wheels. A swept back wing will complicate the 
installation of the outriggers as they may conveniently be 
installed only some way behind the cg. 
Disposition of the wheels in plan is not as critical as that in 
elevation. It is often determined by secondary requirements such as 
stowage or structural attachment. It is necessary to avoid ground 
instability and nosing over during braking and to ensure that there is 
adequate ground clearance in all likely landing or ground attitudes. 
The angular roll of an aircraft tinder a given side fnrce is inverscl-, ' 
proportional to the square of the track, and while this can be 
alleviated by using a stiff or two stage gear, this may be undesirable 
from the overall shock absortion and cost standpoints. Thus an 
aircraft with a narrow track becomes liable to lateral 'wallowing' and 
a landing gear of low stiffness may be undesirable. A very wide 
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track, however, is usually unnecessary, and makes taxying tip narrow 
perimeter tracks difficult. 
1. Tailwheel layout The criterion used is the same as that 
described below for the nosewheel. 
2. Nosewheel layout The track of the mainwheels should be as 
wide as possible to improve stability during taxying. 
Retraction of the wheels outwards into the wing usually means 
a narrow track, and attachment to the fuselage certainly 
will. However, the important factor is not just the track, 
but its relation to the eg In order to avoid ground 
instability and nosing over during braking the plan apex 
angle of the configuration should not be greater than 80 
degrees, and the angle between the ground and the line 
joining the cg to the side of the triangle in a plane 
parallel to the mainwheel track should not exceed 55 degrees 
as shown in Figure 3.9. In fact, this is somewhat 
conservative as it does not take into account the 
undercarriage stiffness. 
3. Bicycle layout A similar criterion of overturning sideways 
should be taken as for the nosewheel. The disposition of 
outrigger wheels on a bicycle' layout will prohably be 
determined by the available structure. The wider the track 
the greater the risk of touching down outrigger first in a 
banked landing. If the track is reduced too much, the 
dynamic loads on the outrigger, either when turning at high 
speed, or when rolling over sideways, becomes greater. The 
usual track is 40 to 50 per cent of the wing span. 
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3.7.3.3 Undercarriage size - depends on the mass of the aircraft and 
the type of the airport to be used. It relates to the undercarriage 
length, number of legs, number of wheels per leg, the size of the 
wheels and tyres. The main requirements for the undercarriage length 
are to provide enough ground clearance to other aircraft components, 
and to keep the fuselage horizontal or slightly tilted nose down when 
the aircraft is on the ground in a non-tailwheel undercarriage. The 
preliminary tyre selection can be made by determining how many tyres 
will be used on each strut. In many cases the answer can be obtained 
by looking at similar aircraft. From the maximum main gear static 
load, the static single wheel load can be obtained by dividing the 
main gear static load by the number of tyres per strut however. The 
nosewheel tyre size is usually determined either by the three point 
landing or dynamic braking. The axle travel is best fixed to ensure 
zero overall pitching during a three point landing. The tyres can now 
be selected from the tables provided by the manufacture's catalogues. 
3.7.4 Tail configuration 
The design of the tail surfaces (1,2,3,4) probably depends more on 
the general arrangement and the detail layout of the aircraft than any 
other major part. The tail configuration process as shown in 
Figure 3.10, must meet the following requirements: 
1. The aircraft must possess positive directional and lateral 
static stability and must meet specified standards of 
longitudinal dynamic stability in both short and long period 
(phugoid). Similarly, the aircraft must have acceptable 
lateral and directional characteristics in roll and 
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oscillation (Dutch'roll). Some degree of spiral instability 
will be acceptable for aircraft fitted with an automatic 
pilot. 
2. Generation of forces for manoeuvering the aircraft i. e., 
rotation during take-off, control of flight path, flareout 
during landing and taxying. 
3. The vertical tail must not stall as a result of an 
oscillation after deflection of the rudder or a sudden engine 
failure in which the aircraft must remain controllable to 
ensure steady flight. 
4. It should be possible to land transport aircraft in 
crosswinds of up to 55 Km/h (30 Knots). 
5. The tail moment arm must be sufficient to restore level 
flight if the aircraft enters a 'deep stall' i. e., when both 
the wing and tailplane stall at high angles of incidence. ' 
3.7.4.1 Tail type - Although there are many intermediate solutions, 
the discussion is based on conventional types i. e., aft tail 
arrangements with no canards or forward swept wings. 
High-tail (T-tail) consists of a single fin with the stabiliser 
mounted on top of the fin. The advantages of having this arrangement 
are: 
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1. The moment arm from the cg is longer because it is usually 
associated with a swept back fin thus, a smaller tail volume 
can be used. 
2. The tail is relatively easy to manufacture, leaving a 'clean' 
fuselage. 
3. The intersection between the tail and the fuselage is 
simplified. 
4. Minimises the wing downwash effects on the tailplane. 
5. Easy to make an all moving tailplane if required. 
6. Clear of rear mounted engines exhausts. 
7. Offers advantages in performance because of the lower wetted 
area of the horizontal and vertical tail combination. The 
horizontal tail tends to end plate the vertical tail, and 
thereby increase the effectiveness of this surface. 
Against this layout, the following points are put forward: 
1. The end plate effect causes side loads on the fin due to 
rudder application or yaw induced rolling moments of the same 
sign, increasing the torque reacted by the rear of the 
fuselage. Thus, the size of the fin-tailplane jiinction snd 
the stiffness of the rear fuselage need to be increased. 
2. Very high l9ads on the top of the fin due to lift forces and 
rolling moments have to be resisted by a small structural 
base thus, the tail unit has to be stiffened. 
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3. Care must be taken to ensure that a nose down pitching moment 
can be obtained from the tailplane at incidences well above 
the wing stall in order to avoid a deep stall. 
4. Access to the tail and the tailplane actuator is difficult. 
Clearance difficulties in factories and hangers can arise for 
large aircraft. 
Low-tail consists'of a single fin with the stabiliser mounted on 
the fuselage, it has the following advantages: 
1. Forces and moments can be easily reacted by a wider base at 
the fuselage. 
2. A tailplane position well above or below the extended wing 
chord is desirable to avoid wing downwash. 
Arguments raised against this configuration include: 
1. The need for the attachment between the fuselage and the 
stabiliser to be flat makes manufacturing and sealing 
difficult. This problem is aggravated if the rear of the 
fuselage is highly swept. 
2. Lower aerodynamic efficiency dlie to'interfprence effects. 
Cross-tail consists of a single fin with the stabiliser mounted 
more or less midway between the fuselage and the top of the fin. This 
arrangement usually combines the worst parts of the high- and low-tail 
configurations. However, the structural penalty is not as bad as for 
the high-tail even though the aerodynamic advantages are less. 
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Twin vertical fins consists of two fins set a distance apart at 
either side of the centre-line of the aircraft. If the rolling moment 
due to rudder deflection of a large fin is considered to be 
objectionable, a twin fin may be well worth investigating as a means 
of minimising this effect. Twin fins reduce the overall height and 
could be beneficial for aircraft storage, attachment to the fuselage 
is easier than for a T-tail but, usually imply twin rudders, the end 
plate effect on the tailplane can be difficult to achieve and 
sufficient rear fuselage clearance can be a problem on take-off and 
landing. 
V-tail consists of two fins set at an angle to either side of the 
fuselage. It is often adopted in sailplanes, with the object of 
avoiding damage to the tail when landing on overgrown terrain and in 
powered aircraft to keep the tail surface clear of the jet efflux 
without having to resort to a T-tail. But, it has never become 
popular, mainly because the moving surfaces have to serve both as 
rudders and as elevators which leads to complication in the control 
system design. 
3.7.4.2 Tailplane position - Once-the vertical placing of the wing on 
the fuselage has been chosen the location of the tailplane (2,73) 
follows fairly readily since the major factors are to minimise wing 
downwash and the engine effects. 
Jet efflux affects the tail surfaces due to the change in airflow 
direction and the jet pumping effect, disminishing the stabillser 
effectiveness. It is advisable to have as great a distance as 
possible between the noise generating regions and the tall surfaces, 
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and a good rule-of-thumb is to avoid placing anything within a cone of 
12 degrees apex angle of the jet pipe. 
Slipstream effects. The downwash and the local velocity 
distribution at the tail depend on the engine speed. When the 
airspeed and the angle of attack are changed the stabiliser moves in a 
vertical direction relative to the slipstream, which causes variations 
in the longitudinal stability. This depends partly on the vertical 
location of the stabiliser. It can be shown that loss of static 
stability is small with the stabiliser placed very high or low. 
Stability and control of the wing is affected by the wing sweep, 
aspect ratio, and may also be influenced by the airfoil variation, 
wing twist, boundary layer fences, engine pylons and leading edge 
high-lift devices. The recovery from a stall is a safety requirement 
which must be demonstrated during certification. Most tailplanes 
designed for normal operating conditions will be sufficiently 
effective to provide stability at high angles of attack. However, 
care must be taken when positioning the tailplane to avoid deep 
stall', particularly with a T-tail (73). 
Recovery from spins in the case of aircraft designed for 
aerobatics must be possible. This involves the use of the rudder, 
which must be effective even at very large 'angles of incidence. 
3.7.4.3 Tail size - The calculation of the tail surface areas in the 
horizontal and vertical plane (1,2,3) is complex and the results 
obtained must be checked against wind tunnel tests. 
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Vertical tail (fin) provides the directional control and 
stability and may be sized by one or more of the following conditions: 
Low speed one-engine out or severe cross-wind conditions 
during landing and take-off. 
2. In flight with one engine inoperative there will be a yawing 
moment which has to be counteracted mainly by rudder 
deflection. There will also be a non-symmetrical lift 
distribution over the wing and this will cause a sidewash at 
the fin, effectively resulting in an increase in the yawing 
moment. 
3. The require aircraft manoeuvrability may size the vertical 
tail. 
At this point in the design, there is not enough information to size 
the tail by any of the above criteria. Thus, the vertical tail area 
is determined by comparing the vertical tail volume coefficients for 
similar aircraft (2). 
Horizontal tall provides longitudinal control and stability and 
may be sized by one or more of the. following criteria: 
1. The static longitudinal stability derivative must be negative 
at all flight speeds. 
2. Provide the required aircraft manoeuvrability. 
3. It must be powerful enough to rotate the aircraft about the 
main gear at rotation speed, and to trim the aircraft at low 
speed and at the maximum lift coefficient. 
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4. The drag due to trim load on the tail at cruise must be less 
than 10 per cent of the total drag. 
The horizontal tail area is evaluated by comparing horizontal tail 
volume coefficients for similar aircraft (2). 
3.7.5 Example Configuration 
The order in which aircraft configuration is carried out does not 
follow any specific procedure. The relative importance weighting the 
different factors in a configuration depend on the type of aircraft 
under consideration and on the designer's experience and prejudices. 
Figure 3.11 summarises in a matrix' form the considerations which 
have to be taken into account according to the aircraft type with 
guidelines in configuring an over-water executive jet as described 
below. 
1. Wing layout. A low wing is to be selected giving good 
ditching over water crash capabilities and the required 
aesthetics. The wing will be swept back to enable the 
aircraft to cruise at high subsonic speeds. 
2. Engine layout. Choose 23 fuselage mounted engines to give 
extra confidence over water, ground clearance, and minimise 
the noise perceived by the executives. Centre of gravity 
movement is not a great problem with this type of aircraft. 
3. Tail layout. Choose a high-tailplane to provide engine 
clearance and relatively long tail arm. 
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4. Undercarriage layout. Choose a tricycle undercarriage for 
the same reasons given in section 3.7.3. The undercarriage 
consists of single main legs, each with 1 or 2 wheels 
depending on storage. 
3.8 CONCLUSIONS 
Aircraft design is a large and complex task involving several 
disciplines related to aeronautical engineering together with a 
considerable amount of judgement exercise by the designer. In the 
above sections the first few design steps have been described with 
emphasis on wing design and aircraft configuration as these two steps 
highlight the interrelation between the analytical and the judgemental 
knowledge used in aircraft design. The following two Chapters 
consider the nature of the knowledge used in wing design and aircraft 
configuration respetively, in order to meet the goals and objectives 
of the curr ent research program. 
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FIGURE 3.3 SIMPLIFIED AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION 
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CHAPTER 4 
1ST PASS: WING DESIGN KNOWLEDGE 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
In the previous Chapter, the full aircraft design process is described 
in all its complex nature. It is clear that whilst it would be nice 
to implement this into an expert system in a single-pass, such a move 
represents too large an advance on current knowledge to be wise. The 
better approach which is well suited to the present research objective 
is to develop some initial ideas with a limited implementation on a 
restricted part of the total design problem. 
Wing design is an iterative process, consisting of 
straightforward computations supplemented with judgemental decisions 
by the design expert. It represents a small but representative part 
of aircraft design and as such is an ideal starting point in finding 
suitable formalisms for structuring complex design knowledge in such a 
way that the represented problem becomes transparent to the designer 
and tractable by computer. 
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The presentation begins by considering the wing design process as 
described in section 3.6, but the description Is directed towards 
identifying the rules and algorithms used by the expert designer. 
Based on these aspects, a framework for an aircraft design expert 
system is defined. A prototype program (27,28,29) for wing design 
called ADROIT (Aircraft Design by Regulation Of Independent Tasks) has 
been implemented using this framework, and whose scope, procedures and 
mode of operation are to be described in Chapter 6. However, for the 
purpose of this Chapter, reference is made to the status of the 
framework within this implementation together with illustrations of 
the knowledge representation features used. 
4.2 ASPECTS RELEVANT TO KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION 
Section 3.6 described wing design in terms of its functionality. The 
purpose of this section Is to identify the knowledge representation 
aspects of the wing design process in terms of the algorithms and 
heuristics used by the designer. 
4.2.1 Ist STAGE: two-dimensional wing design 
The expert designer selects a wing section from a set of similar 
sections according to the aircraft specification. For a high subsonic 
airliner this comparison is based on the theoretical and/or 
experimental data corresponding to the stall characteristics at low 
speeds, and the lift/drag ratio, pitching moment, and 2-D drag rise at 
cruise conditions. This comparison forms part of the qualitative 
aspects of the design which cannot be given in algorithmic form but 
rather in terms of concepts which are based on as yet unformalised 
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experience and judgement. 
The specification sometimes lies outside the experimental data 
available and suitable approximations must be made. In the 
theoretical case, the calculation procedure used is chosen from a pool 
of available procedures for specific classes of wing sections. In 
both cases, the expert uses his experience and intuition to select the 
appropriate method. 
4.2.2 2nd STAGE: three-dimensional effects 
For a high subsonic airliner the 3-D drag rise, aeroelastic stiffness, 
tip stall, flap effectiveness, and wing weight need considering at 
this stage to achieve a suitable design. 
4.2.2.1 3-D drag rise - is evaluated using appropriate procedures 
based on expert judgements about engine position, sweep angle, t/c 
ratio, and wing-fuselage interation. 
4.2.2.2 Aeroelastic stiffnesss - The designer specifies the 
simulation model to be used in order to evaluate the mechanical 
properties of the wing. In a first iteration, an estimation of these 
properties using simple procedures suffices whereas in later 
iterations, the greater precision of the Finite Element (FE) meflind 
(74) is required. 
4.2.2.3 Tip stall - The wing spanwise load distribution is evaluated 
using appropriate procedures, the results of which are presented in a 
graphical form for interpretation upon which the designer may decide 
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to improve the loading characteristics (to avoid stall) by a 
combination of twist, taper, and camber. 
4.2.2.4 Flap effectiveness - The designer selects the flap and other 
high lift devices in order to obtain the required landing lift 
coefficient. 
4.2.2.5 Wing weight estimate - uses a variety of algorithms which 
take Into account the construction materials and technology employed. 
The designer uses his judgement to select an appropriate method based 
on the information available and interpret the results found. 
4.2.3 3rd STAGE: wing planform 
The general shape of the candidate wings as viewed from the top are 
compared against available wing designs. The designer uses his 
judgement to select the most promising candidates and modify design 
parameters if necessary. 
4.2.4 4th STAGE: design for take-off and landing 
Týe designer uses suitable procedures to check that the take-off and 
landing performance set in the parametric ýtudy are satisfied using 
-the selected high lift devices. 
4.2.5 5th STAGE: final sizing 
The final sizing procedures use an estimate of the total aircraft 
weight evaluated from other parts of the overall design process to 
scale the wing, obtaining an. appropriate lift parameter for the 
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aircraft. 
4.2.6 6th STAGE: iteration 
The above design steps are repeated with information from previous 
design paths. In some cases an iteration will not cover the design 
cycle but will jump back to a previous design step. The repetition of 
a design step in a later iteration may involve the engagement of 
subprocesses different from those in previous iterations. 
4.3 A FRAMEVORK FOR AN AIRCRAFT DESIGN EXPERT SYSTEM 
The wing design process has been described in terms of the general 
procedures and judgements used by the designer. The present section 
outlines a framework for building an aircraft design expert system 
(18) based on the wing design requirements. The framework consists of 
six modules as shown in Figure 4.1: user interface, templates, global 
controller, method bank, component information database, and design 
representation. The functional specification of each module is 
presented together with its status and the knowledge representation 
aspects within the implementation. 
4.3.1 User interface 
DEFINITION 
The user interface is responsible for the interaction between the user 
and the system through the global controller. It must be capable of 
both requesting and providing information, including expert advice and 
explanations of the reasoning structure employed in the design. There 
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is also a requirement to be able to present graphical information on 
results commensurate with the designer's needs. This capability must 
be able to track the user and provide appropriate explanation and 
tutoring facilities dependent upon the systems perception of the users 
level of competance. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
A simple user interface has been developed to control the interaction 
between the user and the system. When the consultation is started the 
user is asked questions until the evaluation of all the templates is 
completed. The results and conclusions are presented as dictated by 
the requirements of each template. Some of the facilities available 
to the user include: 
1. The data input is performed interactively as required by a 
design step. 
2. Allows the user to specify the order in which the different 
design steps are evaluated. 
3. Checks for wrong input and issues the appropriate error 
message. 
4. At any time during a consultation the user has a set of 
commands to control the extend of a consultation. 
5. The interpretation and presentation of results are an 
important requirement from any design process. ADROIT 
provides clear and self explanatory output through the use of 
text, tables, or graphics. 
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4.3.2 Templates 
DEFINITION 
A central task within the proposed framework is the representation of 
the design knowledge. ' 
-Experience 
in solving problems has taught 
designers that the best way to solve a problem is to break it up into 
smaller and independent problems also, experience influences their 
choice of methodology in dealing with problems. The template concept 
has been introduced to encapsulate the design knowledge. Two types of 
templates are proposed: 
Action templates represent independent design steps and are 
constructed according to the following scheme. 
1. An identifier which allows the template to be identified 
uniquely. 
2. A type which describes the broad functions of the template to 
the user. 
3. An input section describes user supplied and reference data 
required by the template. 
4. A control script sequences the algorithms and rules used by 
the template. The algorithms denote prorediires and 
Inferences used in the design that guarantee a solution to a 
problem vhile the rules represent the strategies used by 
expert designer. 
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5. The byproduct displays intermediate results to the user. 
6. The output section displays information to the user and which 
is to be passed to other templates. 
Control templates are used to abstract the design process by 
having a number of related design steps represented as a single design 
step or stated differently, the design tree can be simplified by 
collapsing one or more nodes into a single node. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
The relation between the different wing design steps can be 
represented as a partially ordered tree of templates. Figure 4.2 
shows the action and control templates corresponding to the wing 
design implementation. Wing design is represented by two control 
templates namely, wing-section and sweep_angle. Wing_section consists 
of a single action template of the same name, whereas sweep_angle 
consists of five action templates; drag-rise_3d, aeroelastic, 
tip_stall, flap, and wing_weight. Within this tree, 
subgoal-supergoal, conjuctive, and sequential relationships between 
design steps are captured. The following PROLOG facts represent the 
step sequencing i. e., must-follow(STEPI, STEP2) indicates that STEP1 
follows STEP2. 
must follow(sweep_angle, wing section). 
must follow(flap, drag rise 3d). 





The following PROLOG facts represent the type of each template i. e., 
type(STEP, TYPE) indicates STEP is of TYPE action or control. 







type(wing weight, action). 
type(tip-stall, action). 
A description of the aeroelastic action template follows in terms 
of PROLOG facts and rules. This simple example shows how PROLOG can 
deliver programs which are both concise and clear, because of the 
generality of the rules used and the declarative nature of the 
language. The definition of an action template follows: 
Display introduction text 
Request input from the user 
Execute the algorithms and rules for the template 
Display byproducts 
Display outputs 









Where the PROLOG variable 
_template 
is bound to the name aeroelastic 
and the above statements are executed in the order given. Each of 
these statements constitutes a PROLOG goal which must be satisfied 
within the database. 
4.3.2.1 Introduction - The PROLOG goal intro(aeroelastic) introduces 
the aeroelastic template in the following way: 
Choose the template heading 
Choose the template introduction text 
Display heading 
Display text 
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The PROLOG equivalent statements are: 





intro text( template, text), 
print-headi-ng(_headingT, 
print-text(-text). 
The intro-heading and intro_text goals are particular to each template 
and-are defined as PROLOG facts. 
4.3.2.2 Input - The goal input(aeroelastic) requests from the user 
the engine position, cruise altitude, aspect ratio, and whether or not 
active controls are to be used: 
Choose the input parameters for template 
While the list of input parameters is not empty do 
Choose a parameter from the list of parameters 
Request input corresponding to the parameter 
Store answer in the database 
Remove parameter from the list of parameters 
The PROLOG equivalent statements are: 
input( template) : - 
in(-Template, 
-parameters), get_input(_parameters). 
Where the goal in(aeroelastic, 
-parameters) 
returns the list of input 
parameters for the aeroelastic template using: 
in(-template, 




For each template the input parameters are defined as PROLOG facts and 







The definition of the goal get-input is given by: 
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get_inpitt(II). 
get_input([_parameter I 





Where the goal ask displays the question corresponding to 
_parameter, 
and and returns the answer 
_value 
to be stored in the database in the 
fact user_input. 
4.3.2.3 Control - The goal control(aeroelastic) executes three 
algorithms and three rules: 
Choose the output parameters for this template 
While the list of output parameters is not empty do 
Choose a parameter from the list 
Execute the corresponding rule or algorithm 
Store the results in the database 
Remove the parameter from the list of parameters 
The PROLOG equivalent statements are: 




Where the goal out(aeroelastic, 
_parameters) 
returns the list of 








For each template the output parameters are defined as PROLOG facts 
and provide the name of the items to be evaluated. For the 
aeroelastic template these are: 
output of(bending_rellef, aeroelastic). 
output of(load factor, aeroelastic). 
output of(vd, aeroelastic). 
output of(torsion, aeroelastic). 
output of(bending, aeroelastic). 
output- of(valid_angles, aeroelastic). 
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The definition of the goal actions is: 
actions(_, []). 







_parameter, -data)), actions(_tem-plate, 
-parameters). 
The goal action(aeroelastic, 
_parameter, _data) 
executes the rule 
(r_parameter), or algorithm (a_parameter) associated with 
_parameter 
and returns the values found in the variable 
_data. 
For the 
aeroelastic template these are: 
action(aeroelastic, bending relief, 
-data) r- bending 
- 




_data) r load factor( data). 
- actTon(a-eroelast2c, vd, data) 
a_vd(-data). _ 
action(aeroelastic, torsion, 
_data) a_torsion( data). 
act: Lon(aeroelastic, - bending, data) 
a bending( data). _ 




Although there are no programming differences between a rule and an 
algorithm, conceptually a rule captures some piece of expertise while 
an algorithm uses a general and well known procedure to evaluate a 
value. For example, the algorithm used to evaluate the diving speed 
is: 
Get user defined cruise altitude in feet 
Get user defined maximum cruise Mach number 
Compute temperature at cruise altitude 
Compute speed of sound at temperature 
Compute diving speed in Knots 
The PROLOG equivalent statements are: 
a vd( VD) 
user_input(cruise 
- 
altitude, _H), user_input(maximum 
- 
cruise_mach_number, _Mmax), temperature( H, T), 
speed of sound( T, a), 
_VD = 
(_Rmax + U. 05T * -a. 
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temperature( H, T) 
R <= 3600U, - 
T= 288.2 - 0.00198 H. 
tJperature( H, 216.7) 
_H 
> 36000. 
speed of sound( T, a) : - 
_a =( . 
9438 7 sq-rt(401.8 
An example of a rule is that used by the expert to obtain the valid 
sweep angles based on the torsion and bending stiffness checks. The 
following statements summarised the actions performed: 
Choose list of sweep angles As 
Choose target aspect ratio AR (user input) 
Choose list of torsion aspect ratios ARIs 
Choose list of bending aspect ratios AR2s 
Compute tolerance T (within 10% of AR) 
While list of angles is not empty 
Choose an angle A from As 
Choose the corresponding aspect ratio AR1 from ARls 
Choose the corresponding aspect ratio AR2 from AR2s 
Compare AR1 and AR2 against T 
If T is satisfied add A to list of valid angles 
Remove A from As 




data(aeroelastic, torsion-, ARls), 
data(aeroelastic, bending, -AR2s), 
tolerance(aspect-ratio, 












locate( AR2, AR2s, N),. 
_AR1 
>= T, 
AR2 >= T), 
_'ýalids). 
- 
4.3.2.4 Byproduct - The goal byproduct(aeroelastic) displays the 
torsion and bending stiffness results for the range of sweep angles. 
Choose byproduct heading 
Choose byproduct text 
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Display heading 
Display text 
Display torsion stiffness aspect ratios and sweep angles 
Display bending stiffness aspect ratios and sweep angles 
The PROLOG equivalent statements are: 
byproduct(_template) : - 











4.3.2.5 Output - The goal output(aeroelatic) displays the valid sweep 
angles for both the torsion and bending stiffness checks. 
Choose output heading 
Choose output text 
Display heading 
Display text 
Display valid angles 
The PROLOG equivalent statements are: 
output(_template) : - 
output_heading(_template, 




print text( template, text), 
ans_oUtput(-template). 
4.3.3 Global controller 
DEFINITION 
The global controller maintains control of the potential actions 
awaiting execution, determines which pending action should be executed 
next, executes the chosen action, and attempts to maintain a 
consistent representation of the emerging solution. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
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ADROIT will lead the user through the details of each template as they 
are reached. When the user has completed a template the validity of 
the results is checked. If unacceptable results have been generated 
by a template or the results are incompatible with other templates 
then backtracking to one or more precursor templates of the failed 
template must be carried out in order to correct the design. This is 
performed by allowing the user to re-evaluate the failed template and 
its precursors. For example, if the user has stepped outside the 
limits of the current design knowledge by asking ADROIT to 
over-extrapolate one of i ts graphs of ving section aerodynamic data 
then, ADROIT will warn the user and ask which of the previous 
templates should be modified. For each template to be re-evaluated 
the user can change the input values. once new values have been 
selected ADROIT will offer the user the opportunity to repeat that 
step or to go on to a different point in the design. The design steps 
left incomplete will be offered again, when the appropriate part of 
the design tree is reached. If ADROIT has no built-in validity checks 
for a template, it asks the user whether or not the results are valid. 
ADROIT represents the relationship between the different 
templates as the PROLOG facts described above, and uses the following 
relationship to determine the ancestor of each step. 
always-after(-sl, -s2) 




must-lollo'U( s3, s2), 
always-afterT-sl, --s3). 
The first PROLOG rule is used to see if step 
_sl 
is always after 
_s2 
from the fact must_follow(_sl, 
_s2). 
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_s3- 
In determining a problem with a design step ADROIT stores the 
possible checks as PROLOG facts and checks that these are not true 
using PROLOG rules. For example, to determine if over-extrapolation 
has occurred during the wing section choice the following fact and 
rules are used. 
only_checks-for(wing_section, extrapolation). 
problem-with(extrapolation, 'Over-extrapolation: Lift/drag ratio') 
data(cd, , cd), 
not(between(-cd, 0.0092,0.02481)). 
problem with(extrapolation,, Over-extrapolation: Pitching moment') 
data(cm, Cm), 
not(between(_cm, -0.21, -0.047)). 





The fact only-checks-for(STEP, PROBLEM) stores the possible problems 
with a step. The rules problem-with(PROBLEM, MESSAGE) with PROBLEM 
extrapolation check for over-extrapolation, if it is satisfied MESSAGE 
Is displayed to the user and backtracking is invoked. The fact 
data(ITEM, SECTION, VALUE) stores the results in the database, and the 
relation between(VALUE, VALUE1, VALUEl) checks that VALUE is between 
VALUE1 and VALUE2. 
4.3.4 Method bank 
DEFINITION 
General algorithmic and heuristic procedures employed in the design of 
aircraft should be readily available from a method bank. An example 
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of a general algorithmic procedure would be the use of a Finite 
Element module to perform accurate structural analysis. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
An example of an algorithmic procedure is the sequence of calculations 
used to assess the aeroelastic stiffness of the wing. A heuristic 
procedure does not, essentially, employ calculation and an example in 
ADROIT is the method used to assess the stall handling characteristics 
of the wing. 
4.3.5 Component information database 
DEFINITION 
The system should be able to interact with a database containing a 
collection of standard aircraft components or even complete aircraft, 
airworthiness requirements (e. g., structural envelope) etc., in order 
to ease the user supplied knowledge. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Descriptions of three supercritical aerofoil sections are available as 
shown below but there is no general component database as yet. 
The wing section aerodynamic data is stored as PRnj, nr, facts. For 
example, in the case of the drag coefficient facts with four arguments 
are used as shown below. 
dataw(cd, 'RAE 95151,0.4, [1.088, -2.047,1.262, -0.243]). 
dataw(cd, 'RAE 95151,0.45,10.016, -0.018,0.017])- 
dataw(cd, 'RAE. 95151,0.5,10.679, -1.278,0.788, -0-146]). 
dataw(cdp'RAE 95151,0.55,1-0.515,0.983, -0.613,0.1391). 
dataw(cd, 'RAE 95151,0.6, [0.05994, -0.068687,0.0342341])- 
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The first argument Is the name of the data ed (drag coefficient), the 
second argument is the name of the section (RAE 9515), the third 
argument is the name of the curve (lift coefficient), and the fourth 
argument represents a list containing the polynomial coefficients of 
the curve x (cruise Mach number) against y (the unknown = drag 
coefficient). ADROIT will extrapolate or interpolate between these 
curves (lift coefficients) as necessary. 
4.3.6 Design representation 
DEFINITION 
The system should store the current design represented as a collection 
of components. Here, the system must be capable of reasoning about 
incomplete specifications, deal with design constraints, and represent 
the design history. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
This capability has not been implemented in the ADROIT program. 
Although, the user replies, the results evaluated by the templates, 
and the status of each design step (i. e., done or not done) are stored 
in the database. 
4.4 CONCLUSIONS 
A framework, comprising of six separate modules, for an aircraft 
design expert system has been presented based on the initial knowledge 
representation requirements of aircraft design. The formulation has 
been based on the wing design problem, a smaller and representative 
part of the aircraft design process, which has been implemented using 
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this framework. The status of each module within the implementation 
together with particular knowledge representation features have been 
presented. 
The following Chapter outlines the knowledge representation 
requirements for aircraft configuration and lists the extensions 
necessary to the present architecture in order to deal with this 
module. While Chapter 6 provides a detail account of the 
implementation in terms of the procedures used, mode of operation, and 
e 
a record of a consultation*session. 

























FIGURE 4.2 WING DESIGN TEMPLATE REPRESENTATION 
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CHAPTER 5 
2ND PASS: AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION KNOWLEDGE 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 4 successfully repreýented the knowledge associated with the 
limited problem of wing design. In order to increase the level of 
complexity, the present Chapter considers the aircraft configuration 
problem within which wing design is but one aspect. The aircraft 
configuration problem under consideration, described in Chapter 3, 
constitues a major step within aircraft design on which the success of 
the aircraft to be built is of decisive importance. It refers to the 
general layout, external shape, dimensions etc., as characterised by 
the relative location of the main. components (i. e., wings, engines, 
tail surfaces, and undercarriage) based on the investigation into and 
interpretation of the aircraft function and a translation of the most 
pertinent requirements. Three essential characteristics of aircraft 
configuration are; first, it is always made up of iterations thus, 
after a. trial configuration has been subjected to a first analysis of 
its characteristics (weight, performance, flying qualities etc. ) it 
will be seen either that it does not meet all the requirements, or 
that it does comply with them but improvements in some respects are 
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possible; second, interactions between. the aircraft components occur 
in such a way that when a choice is taken for a particular component 
according to the specification an understanding of the other 
components behaviour is necessary; finally, no clear cut procedure can 
be followed, much of which relies on the experience and resources of 
the designer in order to compare and judge different configurations 
according to an aircraft specification. 
This Chapter describes the main details of the resulting output 
during the second pass towards an aircraft design expert system. The 
types of knowledge found in aircraft design have been identified in 
Chapter 2 and are used in the present Chapter to aid in identifying 
the knowledge representation requirements for aircraft configuration. 
Various aircraft configuration examples for each type of knowledge are 
provided. Based on this study, the conceptual differences between 
aircraft configuration and wing design are presented together with the 
necessary extensions to the aircraft design expert system framework 
proposed in Chapter 4. 
5.2 ASPECTS RELEVANT TO KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION 
The different aspects which have to be taken into account when 
developing and evaluating different knowledge representation 
-formalisms have been indicated in Chapter 1. Airrraft confifnirntion 
as shown in Chapter 3 represents a design step in which a large and 
varied amount of knowledge is used by the designer to arrive at a 
suitable solution by interpreting the different and often conflicting 
requirements. 
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In order to define, implement, and ref i ne the aircraft 
configuration problem examples of the types of knowledge found are 
given so as to improve the conceptualisation and transparency of the 
problem by separating the domain specific knowledge from the general 
problem-solving knowledge. 
5.2.1 Commonsense 
Within aircraft configuration this type of knowledge is required in 
order to draw conclusions from partial information and make 
assumptions as a resource limiting process by default or subject to 
certain conditions. For example, 
[IF large transport aircraft and 
low wing 
THEN use tricycle undercarriage] 
**CONCLUSION: light undercarriage structure and easy to retract 
[ASSUME double slotted flaps] 
[ASSUME high wing 
IF large cargo aircraft] 
[ASSUME underwing engines 
UNLESS ground clearance problems] 
Typically, a designer draws new information by exploring 
tentative solutions. For example, 
[1) Suppose we use rear mounted engines 
2) then there is ground clearance 
3) and there is a clean wing 
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4) but there is a large cg movement 
5) So, we would better use ving mounted engines) 
5.2.2 Constraints 
Throughout aircraft configuration constraints are frequent and provide 
a powerful way to reduce the number of choices available at a design 
point and help to maintain the consistency of the solution. For 
example, in the selection of an engine type the designer has to take 
into account various factors, within these the use of the cruise Mach 
number (M) provides an initial selection method. 
[IF 
[IF 





0.3 <M<0.65 THEN 
[IF 0.7 <M<0.8 THEN 
[IF 0.65 <M<0.9 THEN 
[IF 0.7 <M<0.9 THEN 
5.2.3 SubDroblem interaction 
Aircraft configuration constitutes the positioning of the aircraft 
main components, each of which can he fuýther sithdividcd into sm;; Ilpr 
design steps as shown in Figure 3.3. A designer when considering any 
one of these components must constantly refer to the other components 
in order to preserve the overall consistency of the solution. For 
example, 
[IF fuselage mounted engines 
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THEN use high tailplane and 
increase tailplane size and 
move wing aft) 
The above example shows that fuselage mounted engines require the 
wing to be moved aft and a high tailplane with increased size in order 
to provide sufficient tail moment arm. In some cases there is a 
'spiral, or 'snow ball, effect for example, a cg position which is too 
far aft can be corrected by moving the wing in the same direction. 
That is, 
[If the wing is moved aft the cg moves in the same 
direction. The weight moved (wing, fuel, landing gear, and 
engines) represent say 50 per cent of the total weight and 
if the cg position is 50 cms too far aft it would appear 
that by moving the wing 1 metre aft would correct the 
condition. However, by doing this the tail moment arm is 
reduced by 1 metre thus the size of the tail surfaces must 
be increased in order to provide the same effectiveness. 
This not only adds to weight and drag of the aircraft but 
because it adds weight at a distance far aft of the cg it 
again moves the cg aft]. 
on the other hand, to correct a eg position that is too far 
forward the following spiral effect occurs, 
[If the wing is moved forward, this shift in wing position 
adds to the efficiency of the aircraft by requiring a 
smaller tail. "This smaller tail will decrease the weight 
and drag of the aircraft which will again move the cg 
forward]. 
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5.2.4 Metaknowledge 
Aircraft configuration is a highly qualitative design step where 
decisions are interdependent and the problem-solving strategy employed 
by the designer is difficult to formalise. Metaknowledge is of 
particular importance as it embodies the design strategy which depends 
on the specification and the designer's experience and judgement. 
Different uses of this knowledge are listed below. 
1. Typical of aircraft configuration is the choice which have to 
be made with conflicting goals. When this situation is 
detected a number of actions are available; first, generate a 
new type of solution which satisfies all goals; second, relax 
the least important goal; finally, generate intermediate 
solutions where all important goals are satisfied. For 
example, 
[DO engine type 
BEFORE engine position] 
[DO engine position 
BEFORE selecting a tail position and type] 
2. If there are subgoals that are part of several major goals, 
plan to satisfy those goals 'before othpr subgonlq. For 
example, in the undercarriage configuration the following is 
true 
[DO turnover angle evaluation 
BEFORE pitch and roll limits of aircraft] 
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3. Check preconditions before executing an operation. For 
example, within the undercarriage configuration: 
[CHECK elevation requirements 
BEFORE plan requirements] 
4. In aircraft configuration the search process is mainly guided 
by two types of goals in accordance with the airworthiness 
requirements for the type of aircraft. First, choices are 
made in order to satisfy the specification and success is 
judged by how close the performance comes to that required. 
Second, choices are made in order to maximise or minimise 
various parameters e. g., range, payload, fuel consumption, 
weight etc. Thus, the use of heuristics to guide the search 
process and to reduce the amount of computation for example, 
[USE turbofan 
BEFORE propfan] 
[USE wing mounted engines 
BEFORE fuselage mounted engines] 
[USE two engines 
BEFORE three engines] 
5.2.5 Consequences 
A large part of aircraft configuration knowledge involves deducing how 
a single action will lead to changes in others. For example, 
ACTION: choose a high wing 
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CONSEQUENCE: provides ground clearance 
floor level is low. 
good outside view for crew and passengers 
accessibility to engines is difficult 
accessibility to wings is difficult 
decreases ground effect 
ACTION: choose nosewheel undercarriage 
CONSEQUENCE: heavy braking cannot cause nosing over 
brake drag forces act behind the cg 
initial take-off attitude has a low drag 
nose down pitch resulting from a two point landing 
pilot's view is relatively good during taxying 
on the ground the fuselage is roughly horizontal 
relatively high weight of the nosewheel 
may need tail bumper or stiffened rear fuselage 
horizontal attitude of the aircraft assists braking 
main wheels may be difficult to mount 
nosewheel may be difficult to mount 
retraction of the nosewheel can be difficult 
If the above actions succeed its consequences will lead to further 
actions and consequences. For example, 
ACTION: low floor 
CONSEQUENCE: quick loading/unloading of passengers 
quick loading/unloading of cargo 
provides good access to the fuselage 
ACTION: ground effect 
CONSEQUENCE: reduces take-off distance 
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increases landing distance 
From the above examples, it can be observed that the knowledge 
involved is qualitative i. e., it gives the sign of the change but not 
the amount. This sort of knowledge is useful in working out possible 
design solutions which can then be evaluated more accurately. Another 
use is to allow improvement of an existing design by knowing the 
consequences of various actions. 
5.3 CONCEPTUAL DIFFERENCES 
Based on the knowledge present in aircraft configuration and wing 
design the following conceptual differences can be identified: 
Subproblem interaction. Wing design is a very precise process 
within aircraft design, which to a large extent does not depend on 
other design steps. Thus, the knowledge built into the wing design 
process is highly mathematical in that for the most part it uses well 
defined formulae to evaluate different parameters and it uses factual 
information. to represent the aerodynamic data corresponding to each 
aerofoil section used. In addition the flow of knowledge through the 
system and the consequent ordering, of tasks is highly sequential. As 
a result the interaction between tasks is limited and the required 
inferencing procedures are relatively' uncomplicated. Aircraft 
configuration on the other hand is less rigid and relates more to the 
designer's experience and resources in order to compare and judge 
different configurations according to an aircraft specification. A 
designer when considering any one of the aircraft main components must 
constantly refer to the other components in order to preserve the 
overall consistency of the solution. 
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Design procedure. In many cases dtiring aircraft configuration 
there is no single answer to a problem and there is no ideal method to 
follow for every situation. The nature of the configuration module 
makes the design process look non-deterministic in that the expert 
does not follow any well defined path towards an optimum solution. In 
reality a pool of knowledge is used in arriving at a solution which 
may not be the optimum solution but which best matches the 
specification. Within this pool of knowledge the system will need to 
know the 'knock-on' effects of decisions made early on in the design 
in order to weight the different factors involved and pass some kind 
of judgement towards a suitable solution. This is in contrast to the 
wing design problem which can be solved as a sequence of well defined 
and independent steps. 
Re-design in the configuration mode represents a more elaborate 
task than that encountered in wing design. When the design fails, 
perhaps because of a bad dec ision made earlier, the designer 
backtracks in a very clever and precise way. He is guided both by the 
knowledge accumulated during the current design process and by 
experience built up during earlier design exercises. The physical 
properties of the structure, aerodynamic loads etc., constrain the 
choices available and must be taken into account. In addition, the 
designer takes into account the fact that changing a design in order 
to correct a fault or error must not be done in such a way as to 
introduce problems later in the design process. Thus, the process of 
moving from an inadequate solution requires a complex interaction of 
the design history knowledge accumulated during the design process and 
new knowledge introduced to guide the designer to a new solution. 
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Design history. Because of the size of the configuration module, 
the design process may go on for several days at a time thus the 
designer will find it difficult to remember all previous designs. The 
system will be required to remember its own past history i. e., know 
past solutions to inform the designer of things which he has done 
before in order to avoid a bad decision which has been previously 
tried. Thus, keeping track of the design history helps a designer 
improve the design method used, gaining a better understanding of his 
own decision process. 
5.4 EXTENSIONS TO THE BASIC APPROACH 
The above conceptual differences between aircraft configuration and 
wing design are used In this section to describe the extensions 
necessary to the aircraft design expert system framework defined in 
Chapter 4 in order to achieve a suitable implementation of the 
aircraft configuration module. 
5.4.1 User interface 
Because the process is complex, more effective methods for interacting 
with the user are required employing an engineering oriented 
interface. This may involve interpreting a. parametric description of 
the design in terms of images or engineering jargon. Graphics can be 
regarded as the most natural user language for the designer using a 
computer and represents one of the areas where the greatest flair is 
required in order to'achieve the high level of novelty and clarity 
necessary. The graphical display of different design components that 
are reasonably accurate with respect to the dimensions is 
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indispensable in the design process. The designer usually likes to 
see how the design components fit together in order to judge if the 
design 'looks right, thereby detecting early on, a design which might 
not work further down stream. Examples of this visual aid to the 
designer include: 
1. Engine dimensions are often of particular importance in view 
of their relation to duct sizes, landing gear height etc. 
2. Display the way the main undercarriage retracts and fits 
under the wing in order to check obstructions. 
one of the problems with any large design is that of being unable 
to guide the designer through the different design steps easily. Some 
of the questions which need to be answered, but in a much more 
explicit and complete way than that required by the wing design module 
are: 
1. Where am I in the design process? 
2. How much of the wing design have I done? 
How many more steps to be performed? 
There exists different methods in which the system could display the 
evaluation of the design steps. A widely used and relatively simple 
method to implement is by displaying the design as a tree in which 
each node represents a design step and is connected to other nodes by 
lines. This representation may be appropriate in certain cases but if 
used with engineers the representation could be difficult to follow 
and even discourage the designer from using the system. Thus, there 
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is consideration to be given to alternative methods of displaying the 
design process. An approach with configuration may be the drawing of 
the different parts with respect to each other as they are chosen. 
5.4.2 Templates 
The template concept described in Chapter 4 has been developed to 
enable the representation of design knowledge as a series of small and 
independent design steps. Thus, at first, the template concept 
developed for wing design seems appropriate to aircraft configuration 
as the description has been based on selecting, sizing, and 
positioning the aircraft main components such that these steps may be 
represented as a sequence of control and action templates. But, due 
to the complex interaction between the different design steps and the 
inability to sequence these steps makes the template representation 
unsuitable for all but the simplest (i. e., well understood and 
independent) tasks. Thus, there is a clear requirement for a scheme 
which will effectively represent the aircraft configuration knowledge 
allowing the interaction between the different design steps and the 
deduction of further knowledge without making assumptions about the 
sequence of events. 
5.4.3 Global controller 
The template (or goal) representation of the wing design process 
presented in Chapter 4 captures the subgoal-supergoal, conjuctive, and 
sequential relationships among the different design steps as seen in 
Figure 4.2 but fails to capture interacting goals i. e., 
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1. Transformations used to achieve a goal may affect multiple 
portions of the design tree 
2. A goal must be achieved before another goal in a different 
part of the design tree 
3. Achieving a subgoal helps achieve a goal other than its 
ancestors in the goal tree 
4. Two goals cannot both be achieved 
Error correcting in aircraft configuration as described in 
section 5.3, represents both a forward and backward looking process 
with a strong interaction between design rules and calculations. 
Futhermore, the system needs to know the knock-on effects of 
decisions made early on in the design. For example, in selecting a 
wing mounted undercarriage for a high wing aircraft, the main 
undercarriage will be long and heavy, increasing fuel consumption 
which will require more fuel to be carried to achieve the same 
operating range thereby requiring bigger fuel tanks, etc. Whereas 
having attached the undercarriage, under the fuselage would have 
outweighed the disadvantages. 
As a result of the above considerations, a configuration 
controller needs to handle these complex tasks whilst considering the 
interactions between the different abstraction levels, particularly 
during a backward or forward looking procedure. This requires the 
ability to handle multi-task procedures where various parts of the 
design interact. 
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5.4.4 Design representation 
When an engine layout is specified by the designer an error may occur 
later in the design process due to this choice. The system is to take 
into account the range of choices available without actually using 
them during a particular design cycle, and make comments or 
suggestions as to the possible actions to take in order to correct the 
design error. Futhermore, a one to one matching of the database 
elements to the requirement will not usually occur and hence no single 
aircraft can be used as the nearest to the current need. This 
matching is likely to be satisfied by various parts of different 
aircraft each having its pros- and cons- towards the required 
aircraft. Thus, the system will need to weight the pros- and cons- 
towards appropriate decisions and be able to correctly interprete the 
concepts of nearest at each stage of the matching process. 
The specification points towards a particular aircraft in the 
database of previous designs, parts, layouts etc., with similar 
specification. In this case the requirement consists of a knowledge 
based guidance system to allow the system to move through the design 
database elements to appropriate points. 
5.5 CONCLUSIONS 
The present Chapter has been concerned with aircraft configuration by 
identifying the knowledge used by the designer. Various examples of 
the types of knowledge present in aircraft configuration have been 
given, and the conceptual differences with wing design identified. 
Based on this analysis, the necessary extensions to the framework 
proposed in Chapter 4 for an aircraft design expert system have been 
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described. 
The next Chapter describes a computer implementation of the wing 
design problem using the aircraft expert system framework proposed in 
Chapter 4. 




The objective of the research presented in this thesis is aimed at the 
development of an expert system for aircraft design. However, the 
development of a complete system is beyond the scope of the present 
work so as a first pass towards this goal, a prototype computer 
program for wing design was developed to trial concepts for building 
an aircraft design expert system. In the preceding Chapters the 
significance of the wing design task within aircraft design has been 
discussed and the fundamental knowledge representation issues 
identified. 
This prototype is called ADROIT (Aircraft Design by Regulation of 
Independent Tasks) and, from within the total wing design, it desipms 
a high subsonic aircraft wing by selecting a two-dimensional aerofoil 
section from a choice of three alternatives and evaluates a range of 
suitable sweep angles according to the aircraft specification. A 
controller monitors the execution of the different design steps and 
allows the designer to re-evaluate any of the previous steps if one 
fails. Great emphasis has been made on making ADROIT easy to use. 
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The data input is free-format and it is performed interactively from 
the terminal. The system contains a set of error diagnostics which 
advise the user of wrong input and failure of a design step. The data 
output is clear and self explanatory enabling the user to interpret 
the results without delay. A set of commands is available to the user 
to control the extent and form of the consultation. 
The design techniques used (1) in the program have been 
implemented and tested at Cranfield, and employed by aircraft design 
students and lecturers to generate and check various wing 
configurations. Futhermore, configurations for which the system was 
not originally designed for have been successfully performed e. g., low 
subsonic civil aircraft. 
The system is supported by a User's Manual (27) which describes 
the overall capabilities, summarises the theories implemented, basic 
input data format, and the. command set available to the user during a 
consultation. An accompanying Programmer's Manual (26) describes the 
program structure layout and the proce dures for extending and 
modifying the code. The program has been implemented in the logic 
based PROLOG language and runs. on the following computers and 
operating systems: VAX-11 750/VMS, SUN 31UNIX, and IBM PC/MS-DOS- 
From among these, the latter implementation is described here, as it 
is felt that this offers the greatest flexibility to potential users. 
Chapter 4*defined a six module framework for an aircraft wing 
design expert system, and outlined the status of each module within 
the present implementation together with the knowledge representation 
aspects and techniques used. The current Chapter draws on this 
earlier Chapter in order to describe the scope, procedures used, 
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operating instructions, and presents a record of a consultation 
session with ADROIT. 
6.2 DESIGN PROCEDURE 
Figure 6.1 shows a flow-chart of the wing design process as 
implemented within the ADROIT program following the solution 
methodology used by the expert designer. Notice that this 
representation does not show the many iteractions which can occur at 
any stage during the design process but which are taken into account 
by the ADROIT global controller as described in Chapter 4. Because of 
the wide range of aircraft types and solution techniques available, 
the following assumptions have been made in order to restrict the 
scope of the design: 
1. The types of aircraft considered will be limited to high 
subsonic passenger or cargo civil transport aircraft. 
2. Three supercritical aerofoil sections suitable for high 
subsonic speeds (Mach numbers between 0.7 and 1.0) are used. 
Although, it is possible to insert other type of sections to 
cater for slower aircraft. 
3. The mass and aeroelastic procedures assume conventional 
aluminium alloy construction. Subsequent versions of ADROTT 
could cater for the use of composite materials. The program, 
however, does allow for the use of active controls. 
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4. ADROIT designs a wing for cruise conditions, but allowance is 
made for take-off and landing requirements. 
Furthermore, the design procedures described below assume that the 
aircraft specification and the parametric study outlined in Chapter 3 
have been performed. 
6.2.1 Ist STAGE: two-dimensional wing design 
As described in Chapter 4, the first choice to be made concerns the 
selection of an efficient aerofoil shape based primarily on the cruise 
Mach number and the cruise lift coefficient. In this area theoretical 
predictions are difficult thus, the knowledge base stores wind tunnel 
results of real' aerofoils as described in Chapter 4. There is in 
ADROIT a choice to be made between three supercritical sections (75), 
two at 10.5% t/c (RAE 9515 and 9530), and one at 12.2% t/c (RAE 9550). 
In choosing the overall best section the program uses the cruise Mach 
number and the cruise lift coefficient defined by the user to compare 
these sections and selects a best' section in terms of maximum lift 
coefficient and stall behaviour at low speeds, and 2-D drag rise, 
lift/drag ratio, and pitching moment at cruise conditions. 
The term relative importance' is used in the ADROIT program to 
indicate the Importance of a specific parameter employed in generating 
an acceptable wing design. In effect an expert supplied 'weighting 
factor' is used to bias values of parameters or parameter differences 
in order to produce the correct rating between these parameters. 
Figure 6.2 shows in a tabular form the relative importance attributed 
to each parameter according to a relative difference e. g., when rating 
a section stall lift coefficient the difference between this section 
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and the worst is calculated, say it is equal to 0.2 then a rating of 
10 is given to the former section. For each section, the parameter 
ratings are summed and the section with the highest rating corresponds 
to the overall best section. Finally, note that the higher 
importances attributed to the lift/drag ratio and the 2-D drag rise 
when compared to the other parameters is due to the desire in 
obtaining an efficient high subsonic wing section. 
6.2.1.1 Lift coefficient - at low speeds and high incidences should 
be high in order to avoid early stall. The maximum lift coefficient 
at low Mach numbers for each section are stored in the database. 
ADROIT retrieves these values and rates each section using: 
i= (ri/rd) *d= (10/0.2) *d 
Where i is the importance of this parameter towards the selection of 
the best section, ri and rd are the relative importance and relative 
difference obtained from Figure 6.2, and d is the difference in stall 
lift coefficient between the current section and the worst section. 
This procedure is repeated for each of the parameters described below. 
6.2.1.2 Stall behaviour - refers to how sudden the drop in lift 
coefficient is after the stall. In order to measure this effect, the 
slope over one degree of incidence after the stall at low speeds has 
been measured for each section. ADROIT retrieves these values from 
the database and rates each section using: 
i= (ri/rd) *d= (8/0-5) *d (2) 
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6.2.1.3 Cruise lift/drag ratio - should be as high as possible i. e., 
minimum drag coefficient. At the specified economic cruise Mach 
number and cruise lift coefficient the drag coefficient is found for 
each section by interpolating or extrapolating the wing section data 
as required and the program rates each section using: 
i= (ri/rd) *d= (15/0.005) *d (3) 
Notice that the actual lift/drag ratio is not used as the cruise lift 
coefficient is a constant in the computations i. e., it acts as a 
normalising factor between the sections. 
6.2.1.4 Pitching moment - should be of low to moderate magnitude at 
the specified economic cruise Mach number and cruise lift coefficient. 
The pitching moment is found for each section by interpolating or 
extrapolating the wing section data as required, and the program rates 
each section using: 
i= (ri/rd) *d= (10/0.05) *d 
6.2.1.5 2-D drag rise - refers to an increase in drag due to the 
compressibility effects and at the specified cruise lift coefficient 
the critical Mach number should be sufficiently high to avoid this 
effect. From the stored wing section data, ADROIT evaluates the drag 
rise Mach number for each section and rates them using: 
i= (ri/rd) *d= (30/0.1) *d 
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6.2.2 2nd STAGE: three-dimensional effects 
It is necessary to achieve an acceptable design in terms of 3-D drag 
rise, aeroelastics, tip stall, flap effectiveness and weight. This is 
done by proposing a range of sweep angles at quarter chord between 15 
and 45 degrees in steps of 5 degrees. The appropriate t/c ratios are 
determined for suitable drag rise characteristics and the other 
properties checked and unsuitable sweep angles eliminated in a 
sequence similar to that shown in Figure 6.1. The assesment methods 
for the aerodynamic and structural properties are given below. 
6.2.2.1 3-D drag rise - should be acceptable for a given sweep angle. 
This is an iteractive process using design equations to select a sweep 
angle and t/c ratio which gives the required low drag at the aircraft 
economic cruise Mach number (Mecon). The 3-D drag rise Mach number 
(MD) is dependent upon the wing planform and aircraft layout as 
described in Chapter 3. In the case of an unswept wing the aspect and 
taper ratios have little effect providing they are not unusually low. 
However, the presence of a fuselage or nacelles does reduce MD unless 
special precautions, such as area ruling, are taken. A normal body 
reduces MD by between 0.02 and 0.05 (1) depending upon the rate of 
growth of body cross-section in way of the wing, or in other words the 
local increment given to Mach number by the body relative to the free 
stream value. Fuselage effects are included in ADROIT using 
semi-empirical. rules to account for wing-fuselage interaction. The 
user defines the wing-fuselage interaction effect guided by the 
following aircraft: 
BAe 125 (0.05) 
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Boeing 747 (0.035) (6) 
Boeing 727 (0.02) 
The values in brakets (not shown to the user) represent the reduction 
(Decr) In 3-D drag rise Mach number according to the configuration 
choosen. The 3-D drag rise Mach number at A =0 is evaluated using: 
(MD) = Mecon + Decr 
^=o 
For a finite wing, the 3-D drag rise at a given sweep back angle 
is (1): 
1/2 
MD (MD) /cosA 
A=o 1/4 
(8) 
The following relation is used to generate a section (i. e., different 
t/c) for a given sweep angle: 
(MD MD2) (MD MDI) 
t/c = (t/c)l ,+ (t/c)2 
(MDI MD2) (MD2 MD1) 
Vhere subscripts 1 and 2 denote the best two sections with different 
t/c. This equation is derived using a linear relation between these 
sections. Note that as ADROIT stores only two sections with different 
t/c (i. e, 10.5% and 12.2%) innaccuracies occur when generating rofmli- 
outside this range. 
The program checks that the high-speed requirement can be met by 
evaluating the difference between the 3-D drag rise Mach number and 
the maximum cruise Mach number (Mmax) defined by the user. This 
difference should not be greater than 0.02 i. e., 
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Mmax - MD =< 0.02 
A further check is performed in order to eliminate those sweep angles 
which have generated sections with t/c greater than 18% as these 
sections are unaceptable for the type of design being considered. 
6.2-2.2 Aeroelastic. stiffness - The torsion and bending stiffness of 
the wing are checked to see if sweep and t/c are satisfactory from the 
aeroelastic viewpoint. These checks are carried out using elementary 
formulae (1) derived from empirical data on similar aircraft. 
The user defines the engine position, whether or not active 
controls are to be used, the cruise altitude, and the initial aspect 
ratio. The expression used (1) to check torsional stiffness with wing 
mounted engines is: 
3/2 8 
A3x 10 
-2 < -2 (11a) (t/c) VD cos Al/4 
For non-wing mounted engines: 
3/2 8 
A 2.5 x 10 
-2 < --2 (11b) 
(t/c) VD cos. /\1/4 
The diving speed (VD) for a given altitude (i. e., speed of soiind) is 
computed using the following ýxpression (1): 
VD = (Mmax + 0.05) Vsound (12) 
The following expression is used (1) to check the bending 
stiffness: 
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3/2 
A sec MM 850 
-<- t/c) N 
Where N is the ultimate load factor and taken to be 3.75 for large 
transport aircraft and is reduced to 2.5 when using active controls. 
In order to obtain a satisfactory aeroelastic performance scaling 
is performed by decreasing the initial aspect ratio by up to 10%. If 
complex changes are required then the user requires prompting with 
respect to possible changes to the basic design. The overall valid 
range of sweep angles corresponds to the aspect ratios which have 
satisfied both the torsion and bending stiffness checks. 
6.2.2.3 Tip stall - is performed by evaluating the spanwise airload 
distribution using a combination of Schrenk and Stanton-Jones formulae 
(1) to take into account of sweep back, wing twist, and taper ratio. 
The effect of camber or local aerofoil section changes are not 
included. The following expressions are combined to evaluate the 
spanwise lift coefficient distribution CL(y): 
Basic load distribution using Schrenk's approximate method: 
CL(y)/C-L K a. (04,, +, E )/ UL' 
= -2 -2 (14) 
C(Y)/F 3 (ýX -1+ 1 2'( A+ X+ 1) 
Additional load distribution using Stanton-Jones formula: 
For 1< 0.7: 
CL(y)/CL 2 1/2 
= 1.28(l + (14.131 - 6.35)(7 - 0.425) (15a) 
C(Y)/r 
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For I >= 0.7: 
CL(y)/6L' 2 1/2 2 
= 1.28(l -1 )+ 14.25 - 53.8(l - 0.815))(5 - 0.425) (15b) 
Where 7 is the spanwise position of the centre of pressure and is 
given by: 
1/2 3 
7=0.42 +Am [(4.4 + 5X) tan^1/4 /m + 10.4 X- 6.7]/10 (16) 
The user defines the taper ratio and the wing twist which is 
assumed to be linear i. e., zero degrees at the root chord and In' 
degrees at the tip chord (wash out). For the range of sweep angles 
which satisfied the aeroelastic stiffness check, the spanwise local 
lift coefficient distribution is evaluated using the above 
expressions. If the local lift coefficient along the span exceeds the 
cruise stall lift coefficient (i. e., the stall lift coefficient at the 
2-D drag rise for the best section) then, the sweep angle at which it 
occurs is eliminated. If a stall condition is predicted then the 
taper ratio must be changed or more pre-twist introduced by the user. 
6.2.2.4 Flap effectiveness - is reduced by increasing wing sweep. 
The maximum landing lift coefficient (CLmax) defined by the user is 
compared against the effective landing lift coefficient (CL cos A 1/4) 
asstiming, leading-edge slat and dntibl. e-slnttPd flaps and al I nwinfr. I. 1S 
CL for basic wing and 0.5 CL for leading edge devices (1). 
CLmax =< CL * cos Al/4 
Where CL =3 for the type of flaps used (2), and the above inequality 
is evaluated for a range of sweep angles eliminating those for which 
it is not satisfied. 
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6.2.2.5 Wing weight - Because the ADROIT program represents only part 
of the complete design process, it does not know the total aircraft 
mass. To overcome this deficiency the program requests from the user 
the all up mass of the aircraft and the wing loading together with the 
operating range. With this information the approximate wing weight is 
evaluated for different combinations of sweep angle, t/c, and aspect 
ratio using the following expression (1): 
bS 1+ 2X 
Ww =C-( 
[cosAl/4 
Where C is a constant which depends 
obtained using the following relati 
C= C1 (R - Rl)/(Rl -R2) + 




on the aircraft type, and is 
on: 
C2 (R - R2)/(R2 - Rl) (19) 
Where C1 0.034 and R1 = 9000 nm for long range aircraft, C2 = 0.028 
and R2 500 nm for short range aircraft, and R is the user defined 
operating range. Although this-design step is not a check on sweep 
angle, it is useful as a comparison measure between different sweep 
angles as the designer aims at the. lightest solution which has 
satisfied the above checks. 
6.2.3 Iteration 
The overall valid range of sweep angles is obtained by combining the 
results from the aeroelastic, tip stall, and flap effectiveness checks 
and are presented to the designer together with the corresponding 
aspect ratio, t/c, and wing weight to allow the optimum sweep angle to 
be selected. If an overall valid sweep angle is not found, the 
designer can re-evaluate one or more of the previous design steps in 
order to arrive at an optimum range of sweep angles. For example, 
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active controls may be considered in order to reduce the wing bending 
moment and hence the effective load factor. (The wing planform, 
design for take-off and landing, and final sizing as described in 
Chapter 3 are not considered by ADROIT). 
6.3 OPERATING INSTRUTIONS 
ADROIT uses various windows to provide a powerful man-machine 
interface. It requests input using a variety of menus and screens, 
displays data and results in a text or graphical form, provides help 
at any stage during a consultation session, advices the user of errors 
in the design, etc. This section describes the system operating 
instructions. 
6.3.1 Accessing ADROIT 
ADROIT is supplied in a floppy disk from which it can be run by simply 
typing ADROIT and pressing Return or from a hard disk. But, it is 
best run from the latter as the image file is quite large (the 
executable image, being 250 Kbytes). The files on the distribution 
disk are: 
1. ADROMEXE - contains the executable image of the system and 
it Is the only file necessary to run ADROTT. 
2. NAME. TXT - contains the introduction text to the system and 
to each design step. Yhen NAME is associated with a design 
step name, it is shorten to eight characters as MS-DOS is 
unable to handle longer file names. 
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3. NAMEMEA - contains the definition of a qitpRtinn togethpt 
with the valid range of answers. NAME denotes the symbol for 
the parameter. 
4. NAME. EXA - contains the example answers to various Input 
questions. NAME denotes the symbol for the question being 
asked. 
During a consultation session two types of files are created: 
1. NAME. OUT - stores the results after evaluation (or 
re-evaluation) of a design step NAME, together with the file 
full name, directory, date and time of creation. 
2. NAME. SAV - is created whenever the user saves the state of 
the design under NAME. 
6.3.2 Main menu 
The ADROIT main menu is a pull down menu located at the top of the 
screen and displays seven options as shown below. 
I ntrt-OLiCt ion Update inpot Design OUtpOt commands File& 
Use first letter of aptic-n or mc-ve cursc. r twith arrows and hit RETURN 
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6.3.2.1 Introduction menu - displays information about the system or 
any design step. 
6.3.2.2 Update Input command - displays a screen with all the 
questions and default (or previous) answers required by the design 
steps as shown below. 
WING DESIGN INf-Ul DATA 
Nt-thinol Operating Range (nm) 3000 Dptimum Cruise Altitude (ft) 3800c, 
ha, xiinum. CrLIISe Mach Number 0.78 Economic Cruise Mach Number 0.75 
Cruise Lift Coefficient (I . 57 Landing Lift Cc-efficient P. 6 
Wing Aspect Ratic. 9.9 Wing Toper Rotic, 0.3 
Wing Twist (deg) 3 Mtkximvm Wing Lt-ading 500 
All Up Mass (Kg) 513000 
Fuselage Wing Interactic-n Underwing Pc-d Engines Active Cc. ntrc-la 
BAe IP5 YeE Inc. 
Fill 2n details. "c-vo curmc-r with arrows. RETLYRN: Select FlzHlp FlOtEnd ESC: Duit 
6.3.2.3 Design menu - presents the user with a menu showing the 
possible design steps to perform according to the design state. 
6.3.2.3.1 Selecting a design step - is required in order to carry on 
'With the design evaluation. A menu is offered to the user which 
includes the step used to go back up the design tree described in 
Chapter 4. When the exit option is offered, it can lie used tn tewin 
to the main menu, a similar effect is achieved by pressing Esc 
continuosly. After selecting a design step, the system displays any 
sub-steps for further selection. 
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6.3.2.3.2 Viewing a design step - depends on whether the step Is 
represented as a control or as an action template. 
Control: NAME offers a two option menu to view the control 
template NAME in terms of: an introduction option to introduce the 
step and an output option to display the results corresponding to the 
templates vhich constitute the control template. 
Action: NAME offers a three option menu to view an action 
template NAME in terms of: an introduction option to introduce the 
step, an Update input and re-evaluate option to change input specific 
to the step, and an output option to display the results evaluated by 
the step. 
6.3.2.3.3 Executing a design step - If the design step selected is an 
action template the system executes the design step and displays the 
message 'Doing: NAME, on the message window. When it has been 
completed, the results are written to the file NAME. OUT and the system 
offers the action template menu described above. 
6.3.2.3.4 Validity of a design step - Whei 
menu the system displays the message 
message window and checks the results. If 
unsatisfactory by the system it displays 
error window and it offers a menu with the 
have caused the design failure. The 
design steps for re-evaluation. 
n the user exits a template 
'Evaluating: NAME' on the 
the results are found to be 
the cause of failure on the 
design steps which could 
user can select one or more 
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6.3.2.3.5 Finalizing the wing desig_ - When all the design steps have 
been evaluated the system Indicates in the message window that the 
design has been completed and returns to the main menu. 
6.3.2.4 Output menu - displays a two option menu. The Text option is 
used to view the results for the design steps (action and control 
templates) which have been evaluated. The Graphics option offers the 
four option menu shown below. 
I ritr c-d Litt 3 C-n L)pd&te Input Design OL'tpUt Ct, mmeýnd% Fi let 
707- 
ADRDIlt Aircraft Design by Regulatit, lert pendent Tost-s (ja) I-- 
10raphicl 
r-- --ý- i. r%. .4 -4 
Use first letter of option or me-ve curac-r with arrows and hit RETURN 
The Aerofoil sections option displays the three supercritical aerofoil 









Aerofoil Section RAE 9515 
24 BA Ia. ' a 
Xor c 
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The Section aerodynamic data menu dispInys the drag coefficient, 
pitching moment and two-dimensional drag rise for each section. The 








The scores for the various wing sections are compared on a bar chart 
9.7 6.8 41.9 














CIS CI Cd C14 MCI total 
Sections: RAE 9515, RAE 9530, RAE 9550 
The Local spanwise CL distribution option displays the wing semi-span 
local lift coefficient together with the best section lift coefficient 
at stall as shown. 
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6.3.2.5 Commands menu - allows the user to perform various commands 
directed at controlling the design evaluation. A three option menu is 
offered as shown below. 
II ntrc-duc ti vn L)PdOtV InPLIt Des i 9r, Dot put cc-mmands FiI ops PLI ItI 
6.3.2.6 Files menu - supports various system (MS-DOS) specific 
commands as shown below. 
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,a1u. '2 1 U. 4 1 10 '6 1 g'- 811 
Spanwise position (297b) 
Use first letter of c-ptic-n or mc-ve cursor with arrc-ws and hit RETURN 
I ntrodur t jc. rO Updott- Jr. pLit Design Output Crohmands FiI ut PLO I 
6.3.2.7 Quit command - terminates the consultation session after 
confirming with the user. 
6.3.3 Procedures for answering questions and checking Input data 
All input data follows a specific format easily interpreted from the 
system status line or help facility. The system checks that the 
answer to a specific question corresponds to a valid input format or 
condition. These questions are of the following type: 
6.3.3.1 Menu input - In this area errors can occur when selecting an 
invalid option. The system displays the corresponding error message 
and repeats the menu. 
Single option menu. The arrow keys can be used to indicate a 
choice and the FIO or Return key used to select it. The user can also 
select a given item from a menu by pressing the highlighted letter of 
that item. 
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Use firSt letter Of option t. r mt-ve cursc. r with arrc. ws and hit RETURN 
Multiple option menu. The arrow keys can be used to indicate a 
choice from the menu and press Return to select (or de-select) it. 
F10 indicates that all the desired selections have been made. The 
user can also select a given item from a menu by pressing the 
highlighted letter of that item. 
Pull-down menu. In this case the arrow keys move the cursor to 
an item in the main menu line and upon pressing Return, another menu 
appears, pulled down vertically below containing items closely related 
to the horizontal heading. Besides pressing Return, the user can also 
select a given item by pressing the highlighted letter of that item. 
6.3.3.2 Line input - displays a window and allows input after the 
prompt. Once all the information is entered the user presses FIO or 
Return. The text can be edited using the arrow and delete keys. Line 
input errors can occur due to a typing error. The system displays the 
corresponding error message and repeats the question. 
6.3.3.3 Screen input - is used to request input in a quick and 
uniform way by drawing a screen with a title and the questions text 
with its corresponding answers. The, user moves the cursor across the 
screen with the arrow keys or by pressing Return. Within ADROIT there 
are three types of screen questions: 
Numeric questions are answered by typing over a previously given 
answer and can be edited using the arrow and delete keys. Screen 
input errors can only. occur when answering a numeric question if the 
answer given lies outside a valid range or contains an invalid 
character (e. g., a letter). If this condition occurs, the system 
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'beeps' as soon as the user tries to answer (i. e., move to) another 
question or press F10 to end. 
Menu questions are answered In the manner described above, and 
the menu Is activated by pressing Return over the answer. 
Yes/no questions are answered by pressing Return over the answer 
which replaces the previous answer with its opposite. 
6.3.4 Requesting help 
At any point during a consultation session the user can find the 
relevant help by pressing the F1 key which displays text relevant to 
the particular question. Also, a status line is associated with every 
input form to remind the user of the key actions. For example, during 
a screen input a two option menu is offered as shown below to provide 
WING DESIGN INPUT DATA 
Help 
Nominal Operating Range (nm) Meaning ptimum Cruise Altitude (ft) 38000 
Maximum Cruise Mach Number convmic Cruise Mach Number 0.75 
Cruise Lift Coefficient 0.57 Lending Lift Coefficient P. 6 
Wing Aspect Ratio 9.9 Wing Toper Ratio 0.3 
Wing Twist (dog) 3 Maximum Wing Loading fKg/m2) 500 
All Up hesf, (Kg) 53000 
Fusel&ge Wing Interaction Underwing Pod Engines Active Controls 
SAe 121, yes no 
Use first lettei of option or move cursor with arrows and hit RETURN 
Selecting the Meaning option displays the definition of the question 
with its valid range as shown below. 
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WING DESIGN INPUT DATA 
Numinal Operating Range (rw. ) 30COC, Optirr-Liff. Cruisr Altitudr- (It) 38000 
MovAlhum Cruise Mach Number 0.78 Ecc-nc-mic Cruise Mi-ch Nomber 0.7! 1 
Cruise Lift Cc-efficient Q. 557 Lending Lift Cc-efficient 2.6 
Mooning 9.9 Wing Toper Rpt)r. C). 3 
C)prrating Rongr 
The aircraft range 3 M&YIMLIM Wing Lc. i-ding (F. g/R)2) 50CP 
Passenger and bagga 
Valid range - 5oo.. Z3000 
*************END*** 
Underwing Pc-d Enginet Active Contrc-Is 
yes nc. 
F2tGc. tc. line F3sSearch S-FIO: Resize window FlOjEnd 
5electing the Examples option displays typical high subsonic aircraft 
values as shown below. 
WING DESIG14 INPUT DATA 
NE-minal Operating Range (nm) 3(K)C, Optimuff. Cruise Altitude (ft) 38000 
Maximum Cruise M&ch Number 0.78 EconDmic Cruise Mach Number 0.75 
Cruise Lift Coefficient 0.57 Landing Lift Coefficient 2.6 
Example(s) 9.9 Wing Taper Ratio 0.3 
Operating Range (nm) 
Aircraft Value 3 M. ý): imum Wing Loading (Kq/m2) 500 
A310-POO 3500 
A320-200 2000 53000 
B737-300 1615 
9757-200 P310 
194& 225-800 eB70 Underwing Pod Engines Active Controls 
CXALLENGER 600 3123 yes M. 
1 
CITATION 111 2540 
DC10-30 400C, 
FBtGotc. line F3sSearch S-FIO: Resize window FlOsEnd 
6.4 CONSULTATION SESSION 
This section traces a consultation session with ADROIT indicating the 
calculations being performed at the various design stages. It draws 
together the concepts introduced in this Chapter and clearly shows how 
the program can be employed complementing the earlier work. The input 
data used in thi's session corresponds to ADROIT's default answers 
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shown In the previous section tinder screen Input. in order to start a 
session the user types ADROIT and presses Return where upon the 
pull-down menu shown below is offered. 
I ni rc. cJt. c tI C'n Updatr InPL'i DVI6 I gr. DOt P-L t Cc-rhn. # nd FI I&% 
_11t 
otherwise we may exit'. The system will now present the following 
menu: 
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Use first letter C. f t. ptic. n or ihc. vt- cur%C-r with &rrc-wE- and hit RETURN 
The actual design session commences by selecting the Design option. 
Intrc-doctic-n Update input Design output Conmends File% 
r--S! lect design step 
Use first letter of option or anDye cursor with aýrrows and hit RETURN 
We may now select wing_design to move into the wing design process 
I nt r C-dOr tIc. r. UpCjbtr lr4-L-t rip S, I 9r, Oot Pot FaI ops Do It 
We shall now select introduction from this control menu. (Note that 
during a consultation session any introduction to a control menu can 
be viewed). 
I ntrOCLIC t ic-n Update Input Dt-s39n Dotput Cc. mmonds Files 
r- ADRDITs Aircraft Design by Regulat)in of lr)dop&ndent Tasiza (jo) 
- Inttc-doctic-n 
WING DESIGN 
4PO 41 *0 00#*00 
NTRODUCT I ON 
------------- 
ling design is currently implemented in the 
MROIT computer program which follows the 
lesign procedure used by the expert designer. 
; COPE 
rhe uct. pe of design is further restricted to 
the use oft 
- Three supercritical avrc-foil sections 
suitable fc, r high subsonic speed% are 
used. 
F2sGotc- line F3zSearch S-FlOiResize windc. w FIO: End 
The above introdtiction describes the scope of the wing 
desifrn 
procedure and can be viewed at leisure using the arrow keys. We now 
image that we press F10 to end. 
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Us& first lettvr %f c. ptic-n or mt-ve cttr&E-r with orrcoms and hit RETLIrN 
I nt r c. ouc t3c. r. Updote Iryot Des I gn Output Mmands Films 
- 






r C-CILIC ti c-n 
Output 
After returning to the control menu, if the Output option is selected 
an error occurs as this step has not yet been evaluated. Press 
Esc to 
continue. 
L Introductic-n Update inpot Des 2 gn output Commonds, File% 9 U, 
r-Select design step-, 
Use first letter of option or inc-ve cursc-r with arroms and hit RETURN 
ADROIT continues with the desipm by computing the next apsign steps to 
be evaluated within wing_design i. e., wing_section. We select the 
wing_section option. (Note that the aircraft option or any parent 
design step can be used to go. up the design tree). 
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Use first letter C-f Optic-rw t-r mc-ve cursc-r with 4krrc. "! s and hit RE7URN 
i 
nt f L-doc tIE. r. Updi-tr input Design outpot CC-1hol-Ands Files, -T 
A14,011i Aircrolt Design by Regulaptic-ri C-f Indeprndent latit tjo) 
---Actic. ni 6qjnq_%rctic-n- 
Intrc-dLlCtIC-n 
Updi-tp 3nput and re-evoluate 
Dotput 
Dolnot winc)_sL-ct2c-n 
Use first letter C-f option or onc. ve cursc-r with arrc. ws and hit RETURN 
The message 'Doing: wing_section, Is displayed and the action menu 
for this Aesign step is offered. Selecting the Introduction option 
gives the following: 
Introdtoction update Input Detign Output Commands Files Ou It 
ADRDITi Aircraft Design by Regulation of Independent Tasks (jo) 
Introduction 
WING SEC71014 CHOICE 
From the data available there is a choice to be 
made between three supercritical sections at the 
10.5% t/c ratic. (RAE 9515 and 9530) and at 12.2% 
(RAE 95-50) in terms oft 
1. Low Speed Lift Cc-efficient At Stall 
F. Stall Behaviour at Low Speed 
3. Lift Coeficient 
4. Pitching Moment 
5. ED Drag Rise Mach Number 
> I>oing: wing_ NEc: The relative importance of each of the vario 
factors used in designing a wing need to be take 
into account. Thust the term Relative ImpDrtanc 
is used to Indicate the importance of a specific 
FEsGc. to line FBiSearch 6-FlOiResize window FlOsEnd 
The above introduction describes the ýcope ot the wing section 
procedure and can be viewed at leisure using the arrow keys. Pressing 
F10 ends this option: 




t ion Update input Design 
AVýDlli Aircr aft Design by Regulativn, of Independent 'Tait% jai 
--Actic-ni w%ng_svctivn 
Intrc-duction 




Use first letter of option or move cursc. r with arro"s and hit RETURN 
From the above menu ve select the Update input and re-evaluate option. 
WING SECTION CHDICE INPUT DATA 
Econc-mic Cruise Mach Number: 0.75, 
Cruise Lift Cc-efficientt 0.57 
Fill in details. Move cursor with arrows. RETURN: Select FIsHIp FIC, *End ESCIouit 
The above screen shows the input necessary to the wing_section 
template as described above, and which has been defined in the Update 
input option of the main menu. 
Economic cruise Mach number (Mecon) = 0.75 
Cruise lift coefficient (CL) = 0.57 
We press Esc to-return to the action menu. 
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I ntr (-Cut t it-n Upcitv Input Drs%gn output cc. f%m&rNds FI 19 0_ IL 
I-ýI 
A[, kDll i As rcr aft Des ign by Regul jit jr. n c. f Independent lost a( ja 
--Activnj wing_%ectic-n- 
Intrc-cluctic-n 




Use first letter c. f c-ptic-n cr mc-ve cursc. r with arre. "s and hit AETU6,, r4 
We may now proceed by selecting Output to view the results file. 
I Introducticn UPd&tE inpLIt Design output Cohmands File$ Do It 
ADRE311i A)rcraft Design by Regulatit-n Of IT'#d*Pwndent I&S" (is) 
WING SEýýTi6N CHDICE 
STALL LIFT COEFFICIENT 
rc-m the wing sectivn data (at low speed)* 
he values/scc-res obtained arri 
5ec ti c-n Stall Lift Cc. rff. Score 
k(AE 9515 1.030 0.00 
RAE 9530 1.270 12.00 
RAE 9550 1.013c, 2.5c, 
I mminate the section RAE 9530 as the beat section 
for this case study. The stores have been Computed 
using a difference of 0.2 to represent a relative 
importance of 10 towards the evaluation of the best 
section. 
F23sotb line F3sSemrch S-FIOIReSizv %41ndDW i-ivmna 
The above window shows the stall lift coefficient evaluation. For 
each section the stall lift coefficient at low speeds is obtained from 
experimental data and using equation 1 thý ratings are evaluated. For 
example, in section RAE 9515 
i= (10/0.2) * (1.03-1.03) =0 
Ve can-press pgDn (page down) to continue viewing the results. 
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LI 
ntr r-duct ic-n Update input Design Dotpot Cornn. e-nd! - Files Do It 
AMD17i Aircraft Design by Rogulotle-n c-f Indrper-tsprit I&Ow- (jo) 
wulpvt 
STALL BEHAVIOUR 
Frc-n. thee t*:: n*d&t&' (ski It-W SPF-Pdl, 
the volurs! occ-ret. c-btained are: 
Sec tic. r. SIc-pP Lift Cc-eff. 5cc-re 
RAE 91-15 0.93r, 7.20 
F(AE 95740 (P. 8,59 (). (1(1 
RAE 955(1 (1.963 10. roý) 
I nc-minote the sect3c. n RAE 955i '- &E 
tht- bt-st section 
fVT this Case study. The stc-res hiyr- berr. cconpoted 
using a difference c. f 0.1 it. represent #ý relative 
importi-nce C-f 10 tc-waroE the evaluatic-r. c-f the beEt 
Dvings wing_ sectic. n. 
DRAG COEFFICIENT 
F2tGc. tc. line F3: Search 5-FICstRE-Eire vondc.. F 16: E n1- 
The above window shows the evaluation of the stall lift coefficient 
behaviour. The slope at the stall Is obtained for each section as 
described above and equation 2 is used to rate the sections. For 
example, In section RAE 9515 
i- (0-930-0.858) = 7.2 
Ve can continue viewing the results by pressing PgDn. 
Introduction Update Input Design Output Commands Files Quit 




From the wing section data (at cruise conditions), 
the values/s, cores. obtained arei 
Section Drag Coefficient Score 
RAE 9515 0.016 6.48 
RAE 9530 0.011,8.22 
RAE 9550 0.018 0.00 
I nominate the section RAFE 9530 at. the best section 
for this case study. The scores have been computed 
> Dc-inat winq_ 
> Evaluatings 
> Doings wing_ 
using a difference of 0.005 to reprosent & relative 
importance of 15 tc. w&rds the evalustion of the best 
sec ti on. 
PITCHING MOMENT 
FRxGDtc- line F3sSearch S-FlO: Resire window FlOsEnd 
The above window shows the drag coefficient evaluation. For each 
section the drag coefficient at Mecon=0.75 and CL=0.57 is obtained by 
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extrapolating or interpolating between the different experimental 
graphs and using equation 3 the section ratings are evaluated. For 
example, in section RAE 9515 
i- (15/0.005) * (0.018-0.016) = 6.48 
We press pgDn to continue viewing the results. 
171 
-tr c-duc t, i on Update input Des i 9r. 00 t PLO t Commands Files 
ADRDIVi Aircraft Design by Requlativn of Independent Tast-. 16 (36) 
> Dc-inat Iming- 
> Dc-ing: wing_ 
FR: Gc-tc- line F3%Search S-FIQtRc-si: u wndz- FIO. Entl 
The above window shows the pitching moment evaluation. For each 
section the pitching moment at Mecon=0.75 and CL=0.57 is obtained by 
extrapolating or interpolating between the different experimental 
graphs and using equation 4 the ratings are evaluated. For example, 
in section RAE 9515 
(10/0.05) * (0.101-0.096) = 0.88 
To continue viewing the results we employ pgDn. 
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LI 
ntr oduc tI C-n Updatr InPLIt DIPS i gn Output Cc-ohmands FII PF, 
-V --% 
t 
AI)RD) Ii Al rcr of t Des i gn by RIP90 I at i on of I ndependrnt 1&0 IL 
- OLItPLIt 
ED DRAG RISE 
From the wi ng sec ti C-n d#t A (at cro i se cc-nd) t1 on% 
the values/scc. res obtained Prei 
Sec ti c-n ED Drag Rise Score 
RAE 951! ý (P. 770 38.78 
RAE 9-530 0.748 32.41 
RAE 9550 0.640 0.00 
I nc-minfkte the section RAE 9515 as the best sectiOn 
for this case study. 'the scores have been computed 
using a difference of 0.1 to represent a relative 
) Dc-inqt wing_ impt-rt&nce vf 30 towards the evaluation of the best 
> Dvingi wing_ section. 
II 
F21GDtc. line F3: Search S-FIC)iResize window FlOiEnd 
The above window appears and shows the 2D drag rise evaluation. For 
each section the 2D drag rise at CL=0.57 is obtained using a 
polynomial equation of the experimental graph and equation 4 is used 
to rate each section. For example, in section RAE 9515 
i- (0.77-0.64) = 38.78 
Once more we press pgDn to continue viewing the results. 
I ntrc. dL, ct ic-n Update input Design Output Cc-mmandE File 
ý-i 
t 
ADRDITi Aircraft Design by Regulatic-n of Independent Tasl: s (ja) 
F-- 
Dc-ingt wing_ 
> Dc-ing: wing- 
PPtGc. tc. line F3: Sei-rch S-FIO: ReEize WIr.: J[-N F3(,: Enel 
The above window sh6ws the overall section ratings found by summing 
the parameter ratings for each section. RAE 9515 is the best section 
as it has the highest rating. At this stage we press FIO to end this 
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design task. 
I ntr r-dut t ic-n Updote Input Deii ign OUtpUt Cc-mmands Files t 
To 
Use first letter c-f optic-n c. r mc-ve cur! Ec. r witt, arrc-ws and hit RETURN 
continue with the design we now press Esc. 
Update input Design outpOt U-mm6ndii Files Intrc-ducti&n 
- --Select design step 
ADR017i Aircraft Design b aircraft ent Tasks (j&) 
sweep-angle 
message 
> Doingi wing_section 
1> 
Evaluatings voing_%ectic-n 
Use first letter of option or snove cursor with arrows and hit RETURN 
ADROIT evaluates the wing_section choice by checking that 
over-extrapolation has not occurred and, continues with the design by 
computing the next design steps to be evaluated within wing-design, 
i. e., sweep-angle. So we select the sweep-angle option: 
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ntrc. ductIC. n L)pd&tr Inpul Drs j gn 00tPLIt cc-ohmands F3 let DO I 
r- ADF<DIT# Aircroft Design by Regulatic-n of Independent (jo) 
r c. ntrc- II sweppý 





> DrAngr s4ing-section 
1> 
Evaluating: wing sectic-n 
Use first letter c-f c-ptic. r. or mc-va- cursc. r 
Press Esc to continue. 
I ntrodut t. ion Update inpot Design Dotput Cc, rrrrands Files Qui t 
I 
-- - --Select design step 
I 




> Dc-ingi wing_sectiDn 
1> 
Evaluatings wing_section 
Use first letter of option or move cursor 
The sweep_angle control template has other sub-steps as shown in 
Figure 4.2, drag_rise_3d being the first. We continue by selecting 
the drag-rise_3d option: 
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with *rrvws and hit RETURN 
bolth arrows and hit RETURN 
I ntr C-doc t3 C-n Updatu Input I)Psic)r. Dotput Cc. rnn, pnds F31t 
ADPCO 7s Aircraft Des i gr- by kpgulat ic-n c-f I ndependent. 1 ipsl r- ( ji, 
-- - 
Activn: drjgg_risp_3d- 
I nt r C-dut tI C'n 
Upda, tr input and re-vvfAu&tv 
C)L. tpLlt 
) Dc-ing: w3ng_%ectit-n 
) Evalupting: wjnq_, 6t-Ctjc. r, 
) DC-ingt drag_rlse_3d 
Use first letter of c-pt2t. n C-r mc-ve curst-r witt. airrc. wr; and hit RETURN 
The message 'Doing: drag_rise_3d' is displayed and an action menu for 
this design step is offered, By selecting the Output option we obtain 
the following output displays: 
Introduction Update Input Design OUtpUt Commands Files 
ADROITI Aircraft Design by Regulation of Independent Tasl: s (ja) 
Output 
3D DRAG RISE 
From your design conditivns and the quoted fuselage 
wing blending the most likely combinations of sweep 
and t/c to %&tisfy 3D economic cruise Drag Rise are 
Sweep Angle t/c (average) Valid 
15 10. BB T 
PC) 10.4P T 
25 10.60 T 
30 10.83 7 
35 11.10 
M 40 11.41 
45 11.77 'T 
> Doingt wing_s NP i The valid combination of sweep bacV angle and 
> Evaluatings w t/C is taken to be "hen the average t/c is less 
> Doing: drag_r than le%. 
I 
FZtGDtc. line F3sSearch S-FlOzResize window FIO: End 
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i C-ro upd&, t& ITIF'Ot Di-sign outpot Cc-rný. i-ndt 
Filpf Do 21 
ADROlls Aircraft Drsiot, 1-Y kv90I&tic'n Of Inder-PnOt-ni 7810% (JO) 
40 11.41 
4n 31.77 
N1, : 'Theý valid CC-MA-InOtIC-n, C-f SwPVP bscl OnOlt' and 
t/C is talen tv br- when thc- aversgu t/c is lest 
th&r. 
Thr- high speed requirement 2% sptisfit-d %O. rn MDR 
(erc-nc-mic crOlf-C M&Lh number * decriprr-pnt due tv 
tht- fusulaqr- blending) it withir. 0.02 c-f Mrr,. ýý: 
(Maximum crttisu- jr,., rh number). 
PS 
MDP Mrr, i- High speed reqmirement 
> Dc, ing, w3ng_s Q. E4(, 0.76 
-> Ev&lu., tjngj w 
> Vc-3ngt drag_r 
F2tGc. tc. line F3: Sr-iýrct, S-FIO%Resire w2ndc-w FIQ: End 
The above two windows show the 3-D drag rise evaluation as described 
in section 6.2. The user has defined: 
wing-fuselage interaction = BAe 125 
Maximum cruise Mach number = 0.78 
The reduction (Decr) in 3-D drag rise Mach number is found from 
equation 6 i. e., Decr=0.05, and the sections are generated using 
equation 9: 
(MD - MD2) (MD - MDI) 
t/c - (t/c)l -+ 
(t/c)2 
(MD1 - MD2) (MD2 - MD1) 
Where 
(t/c)l = 0.105 (best section t/c RAE 9515) 
(t/c)2 = 0.122 (2nd best section t/c RAE 9550 with 0 t/c) 
MD = Mecon + Decr = 0.75 + 0.05 = 0.8 
112 
MDI = (MD1) /COSA 
A=o 1/4 
1/2 
MD2 (MD2) /COSA 
A=o 1/4 
(MDI) = 0.77 (from wing section) 
A=O 
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(MD2) -e 0.64 (from wing section) 
A-0 
A1/4 - sweep angles (15,20,25,30,35,40,45) 
For example, at-Al/4 = 25 
1/2 
(0.8 - 0.748/cos25) 
t/c - 0.105 
(0.77 - 0.748) 
-1/2- 
cos25 
= 0.106 (i. e., t/c average) 
Test high speed requirement using: 
Mmax - MDR =< 0.02 
Where 
1/2 
(0.8 - 0.77/cos25) 
0.122 
(0.748 - 0.77) 
-1/2- 
cos25 
Mmax - 0.78 
MDR - Mecon + Decr = 0.75 + 0.05 = 0.8 
At this point we press F10 to end this part of the design process. 
The system responds with the following: 
ntroduction Update Input Design outpot cc-Mmands File 
-Ouit 
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Use first letter of option or mc-ve cursc-r with arrows and hit RETURN 
We press Esc to continue with the design. 
I ntruduc t 3r. n Updotr inpol Det. i 9r, 0%. tPtit 
Cc-mrr. *nds FlIr ()I. , I- 
E-Plrtt drsign step 
ADkolls Aircraft Design b wmq_dPssqr- ant 
7410: 1L (30) - 
or, C-E I 
.f lop 
Messbgr, 
> Dc-ingt wing_soctii-r. 
> Evaluating: winq_sectic-r. 
> DE-ing: dr&g_risc-_3d 
) Evaluat2ngt dr#q_r2%C--3d 
Use first letter c-f c-pt)r-r. c-T onc-vu Curst. r with arrc-wF and hit RETURN 
ADROIT evaluates drag_rise_3d by checking that the high speed 
requirement is satisfied, and that the sections generated have a t/c 
less than 18%. The design is continued by computing the next design 
steps to be evaluated within sweep_angle i. e., aeroelastic and flap. 
Ve select the aeroelastic option. 
I ntr oduc tI or. Updote Input Design Output Ccmm, &nds Files Ou It 
ADRDIT9 Aircraft Design by RegUlatic-n of Independent Tasks ()&) 
-Actions aervelastic 
Introduction 
Update input and re-evaluate 
Output 
Use first letter of option c. r Pnc. ve cursc. r with arrows and hit RETURN 
The message 'Doing: aeroelastic' is displayed and an action menu for 
this design step is offered. By selecting the Output option we 
obtain: 
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nt r c-duc ti c-n updf-tt. Inpot [)f- 16 1 9r. Dot Pot Commondr. Filer. Quit 
Ar-FILAIs Aircroft Drs3ar. by Regolatic. r. c. f Independent Tosts (Is) 
" % put ý 
AP-OLIAF-111 E-I r NESS 
The tt, rsic. r. Olic' tending stiffness are vistisfied 
With the ft-llc-bq)rI9 PsPect r&tioss 
Ang I v t/c I or si c-n Pend i ng Comb i nip d Va Iid 
I !, I (D. 2c. 9.90 9.90 9.90 7 
20 10.42 9.90 9. E39 9.89 7 
25 10.60 9 . 90 9.76 9.76 T 
30 10.83 9 . 9ý1 9.60 9.60 1 
35 11 .I(. 9 . 91:. 9.41 9.41 T 
40 11 . LI 19. q(. 9.17 9.17 7 
4 ', 11.77 9.90 8.87 E3.87 F 
HE, 2 The cc-mbini-d results fc. r the Tc. r%iE. n an d Bending 
stiffnEts L-ce siýlisfied by tjOing a dvf&ýLlt tc-lerAntv 
c, n the snitiil &ýptct retii. variance equal tc- I('*, '.. 
Initial Aspect rf-tic. - 9.90 
F2tGc. tc. line F3sSearch S-PIO: keeire window F1Q: End 
The above window shows the results found during the evaluation of the 
aeroelastic check. The user has defined the following parameters: 
engine position = underwing mounted 
target aspect ratio (A) = 9.9 
cruise altitude (H) = 38000 nm 
active controls = no 







VD cos Al/4 
The bending stiffness check with no active controls is: 
3/2 
A sec Al/4 850 
t/c 3.75 
For A1/4 = 25 the above values and inequalities are: 
9.9 (from user) 
38000 ft (user input) 
216.7 K for'H > 36000 ft 
1/2 
Vsound = 1.9438 * (401.8 * T) = 573.57 Knots 
MD = Mmax + 0.05 = 0.78 + 0.05 = 0.83 
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VD - MD * Vsound - 0.83 * 573.57 . 476.06 Knots 
(t/c)a - 0.106 (from 3-D drag rise) 
t/c - (t/c)r = (t/c)a * 1.4 - 0.14863 
The torsion stiffness check Is: 
3/2 8 
9.9 3x 10 
-2 K -2 (0.14863) 476.06 cos25 
1422.1 < 1460-57 
The bending stiffness check is: 
3/2 
9.9 sec25 850 
0.14863 3.75 
232.28 < 226.67 








Note that the sweep angle at 45 degrees has been eliminated since the 
corresponding aspect ratio has been reduced by more than 10% in order 
to satisfy the inequalities. To end the output option we press F10 
and return to the main part of the progrim: 
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Use first letter of c, ptic-n or ent-ve- cursc-r with arrows and hit RETURN 
We press Esc to continue with the next design stage. 
Intrc-ductic-n Update input Der-ign output Comff.., nds Files Quit 







> Evaluatings drog_rise_3d 
> DC-ingi aervelastic 
> Evaluatings aerorialtic 
Use first letter of optic-n c-r mc-ve cursc-r with arrows and hit RETURN 
ADROIT evaluates the aeroelastic design step by checking that there 
are valid sweep angles i. e., those which yield aspect ratios within 
10% of the target aspect ratio. The design is continued by computing 
the next design steps to be evaluated within sweep_angle i. e., flap, 
tip_stall, and wing_weight. Select the tip_stall option. 
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In tT C-d tic tI C-ri UpOstr Inpot t 
I rAr vour tI t-n t)pdbtr InpVt I)rsign 
Dotput Crmmands Files Dolt 




Update inpvt and re-evalu*te 
Output 
The message 'Doing: tip_stall' is displayed and an action menu for 
this design step is offered. Select the Output option. 
I ntrc-duc t ion Update input Design output CommandE Files 
ADROITt Aircraft Design by Regulatic-n of Independent Toslý% (ja) F- 
TIP STALL 
qC-t at ion: 
CLy Local Lift CS-efficient 
N (2y/b) non-dit%ensivnal sem-i-spanwise PDsitlon 
Selfi-SPAnWiSe PC-SitiE-n 
wing *pan 
A qu&rter chord sweep angle 
------- N%A -------- 15 -------- 20 
---- 
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FE?. Gc. tc. line FBtSearrh S-F)OsResize windDw FlOsEnd 
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Use first letter of option or move cursc. r with arrows &nd hit RLIUhN 
I nt f I-IJOC t Ji c-n Upd ott, Input DrI6 3 gn DO t C)U t CC-MMI-nds FII pt Do 3 
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F2jGc. tc. line F3tSemirCh S-FIO: Rrsirr windc. w FI(IiEnd 
I ntrc-duct ion UPditV input Des i gn Output CE-mff. Eýnds. Files, 


































































-- -- ---- 
TF 
NP: A velid angle is taken when the local lift coefficient 
(CLy) does not exceed the cruise stall Lift Cc-efficient (CLE), 
found by vvaluiýting the stall lift coeffirient at the P-D 
drag rise. 
CLs - O. GE 
**4 41*** *** *** 01 * *"** *END** * ********* IN ***40 0 *6** 0 
F2: 6c-tc- line F3iSearCh S-Fl0: Resire windc-w FIC,: End 
The above three windows show the evaluation of the tip stall check. 
The user defined values are: 
wing twist =3 
taper ratio = 0.3 
Equations 14,15a, 15b, and 16 are used to evaluate the local lift 
coefficient distribution CL(y) along the wing semispan. For example, 
at A 1/4 = 25 and 
I=0.7 
the local lift coefficient is CL(y) = 0.64 
using the following values: 
a,, =6 1/rad 
9. 
q 
76 at Al/4 = 25 (from aeroelastic) 
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22 
C(Y) 3 (0.7 0.3 - 0.7 +1+0.3) /2 (0.3 4 0.3 + 1) . 0.715 
0.57 (user Input) 
22 
mI-M-1-0.75 - 0.4375 
M= Mecon - 0.75 (user Input) 1/2 3 
= 0.42 +Am 1(4.4 +5) tan/\1/4/m + 10.4 - 6.71/10 
= -0.18 degrees (section RAE 9515 experimental data) 
K-0.5 (correction factor) 
-7 *16*= -0.7 *3 -2.1 degrees 
0.3 (user input) 
The test performed consists in evaluating the best section cruise 
stall lift coefficient CLs = 0.88 from experimental data and checking 
that the local lift coefficient along the span for each sweep angle is 
less than this value. 
CL(y) < CLs 
0.64 < 0.88 for NA = 25 and 
7= 0.7 
To end this feature we press F10 
Introductic-n Update Input Dei& i gn Output Cc-ohmands F)Ivs 
- anpnlT. .... W4 I- -W 1- ---- -6 rý-, 
Use first Iletter of option or mc-ve cursor with arrow& and hit RETUIRN 
and Esc to continue with the design. 
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Ll 
- 
ntr oduc tIt. r. Updatt Input Design Output CE-iv. rr, &nd-, File% 
-SE-lect design step- 







Dc. ing& tip_stall 
Evaluating: tlp_staýll 
Use first letter of c-r-tic-n c. r mc. vc- cursc. r with arrows and hit RE7URN 
ADROIT evaluates tip_stall by checking that there are valid sweep 
angles, and the design is continued by computing the next design steps 
to be evaluated within sweep_angle i. e., flap and wing_weight. We 
continue by selecting the flap option. 
Introduction Updote Input Design output Cc-onmands Files Do It 
AM0112 Aircr&ft Design by Regulatic-r- of Independent losks (je) 
--Action: flap 
Introduction 
Update input and re-evoluate 
Output 
Use first letter of option or IhC-ve Cursc-r with arrows and hit RETURN 
The message 'Doing: flap, is displayed and an action menu for this 
design step is offered. Select the Output option. 
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I nt r C-dLIC tic. r. Updotf, : nput Design outpot Cc. rr. mr-ndL 
FlIez Pul t 
ADRDI'li Aircr&ft I)t-Eign by Requlstic-n C-1 Indr-per. drnt 1#01- (3p) 
)P. Dll 
iI ut FL AF'. DLII Drtc-: JP: 4219BE? 
CI\ 31 s42,26 
FLAP EFFECIIVENESS 
Heep M; -:. Lift vik Iid 
no I c- Cc-efficient 
I r. 2.90 7 
2C, 2.82 1 
25 2.72 7 
, V, E? . 60 F 
3tt 2.46 F 
40 P. 30 F 
4f. 2.12 F 
F2iGc. tc. line F3zSearch 5-FIQ: ReSIZE- w2ncic-w r- jv-tno 
The above window shows the results found during the evaluation of the 
flap effectiveness check. The user defines the maximum landing lift 
coefficient (CLmax = 2.6) and the following relation is used to check 
the flap effectiveness: 
CLmax =< 3 cosAl/4 
For example vhen A1/4 = 25 then 
2.6 .<3 cos25 
2.6 =< 2.72 
To end we press F10 as usual. 
Intrvductic-n Upd&te input Design ootpot Cvmmandw Files 
use -rxrst jetter c-i optic-n or mc-ve tursor with arrLws and hit RETLJKN 
Again we press Esc to continue with the design. 
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I ntrc-duc t it-r, Update input De &i 9r. OLItpot Cothn. 1-nds File% 
elect der-i9r. step 
AL)ROlls Aircraft Design b wSnq_dP5iqT- ent lasks tjo) 
ME-SS&gE- 
) EvaluLktings &E-rc-E-I&Etic 




Use first letter c. f cptic-n cr oftc-ve cursc. r with arrot-os and hit RETURN 
ADROIT evaluates flap by checking that there are valid sweep angles, 
and the design is continued by computing the next design steps to be 
evaluated within sweep_angle i. e., wing_yeight. We now select the 
wing weight option. 
I ntroduc ti on Update input Des i gn Output Cc-mmands File% Glui t 
ADR017s Aircraft Design by Regulation Of Independent Tasks Cj&) 
----Actic-no wing_weight 
Introduction 
Update Input and re-ovaluate 
Output 
Use first letter of option or mc. ve cursc. r with arrow5 and hit RETURN 
The message 'Doing: wing_weight' is displayed and an action menu for 
this design step is offered. Select the Output option. 
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I ntre-duc I it-n Updatip Inpot Drsl9r. Do t pt., A nd %FiIr ---Q-U, 
Tl 





Evalu. Tt3ng: f 
Dc-sna: wing_w 
F2: 6c. tc. linr F3: Search S-FI(stResize windc. w Fl(,: End 
The above window shows the evaluation of the wing weight. The user 
has defined: 
Maximum wing loading (V/S) = 500 Kg/m2 
All up mass (W) = 53000 Kg 
Operating range (R) - 3000 nm 
The relation used to evaluate the wing weight is: 






VN 0.3 VD 0.5 0.9 
s t/c 
For example, at Al/4 = 25 the wing weight (Wv) Is 5123.14 Kg using 
A 9.76 (from aeroelastic) 
C C1 (R - Rl)/(Rl - R2) + C2 (R - R2)/(R2 Rl) 0.0322 
C1 0.034 
C2 0.028 
N 3.75 (no active controls) 
S W/(W/S) = 53000/500 = 106 m2 
R 3000 nm (user input) 
R1 500 nm 
R2 9000 nm 
t/C (t/c)r = 0.11484 (from 3-D drag rise) 
VD 244.91 m/s (from aeroelastic) 
w 53000 Kgs (user input) 
W/S 500 Kgs/m2 (user input) 
A 0.3 (user input) 
/\1/4 25 degrees (example calculation) 
3/2.1/2 3/2 1/2 3 
bSSA= (106) (9.76) 3409.45 m 
We end by pressing F10. 
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I nt r C. Cjuc tI C-n Updatr inpLit Drs I gn DLet;, L, t Cc. rnr-. &nds, FiI lps Ow It 
r- ADRDI 71 At rcr of t Des ign by lkeg%. ll at I Cn C-f I ndePend-i '1610- S( 311, ) 
Avt-. rýns wing-wiPight 
Introductic-n 
Update input ond rIP-Irvalumite 
DLI tP Lit 
Use f3. rst letter of optivn or ot-ve curst-r with arrows and hit RETURN 
Press Esc to continue with the design. 
I ntrc-duct ion Update input Dee i 9r, Output Commands Files colt 
ADRDIT: Aircraft Design b 
FA 




Evalu. -Ekting: flop 
Dc-ingi wing_weight 
> Evaluatingi wing_weight 
Use first letter of option or move cursc. r with arrows and hit RETURN 
As there are no built in checks for wingyeight, ADROIT confirms with 
the user whether or not the results are satisfactory. We shall regard 
them as satisfactory hence type y and press Return. 
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I nt r C-doc tI on Update Input Des Ign outpk. t Cc-rrn. ands FII Irs, PLI It 
ADR01 Ti AS rcraf t Des I gn by Argul atI on of I ncipprrident Iasi: 1, (ja 
--Cont roIi swerp_ang IP 
I nt r c-doc ti on 
DutpUt 
-- Message > Evaluatingi tip-stall 
> DC-ings flop 
> Evaluotingi flap 
) DC-Incit wing-weight 
> Evaluatings wing_weight 
Use first letter of option or mc. vr cursor with arrows and hit RETURN 
ADROIT computes the next design steps to be evaluated within 
sweep-angle and displays the control template for sweep_angle. 
Following our normal practice we select the Output option. 
I ntroduc ti or, Update input Design Output Commands Files 
ADROITi Aircraft Design by Regulation of Independent Tasks (jak) 
Output 
SWEEP ANGLE 
After per-forming the various checks the status c. 
the various sweep bacl. angles are: 
Sweep Aeroelestic Tip Flop 













"*. *.. ',..., *,, *,.. END..,,,,,..,. *. *ft*ft4**** 
F2: Gc. tc. linc- F3: Search S-FIO: Rrsize windc-w FlOxEnci 
The above window shows the valid and invaild sweep angles 
various checks performed by the program. 
for the 
Press F10 to end and obtain: 
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I ntt c-duct a c-n Updote Input Des I gri Dotpot I rz o", t 
Press Esc to continue. 
Introductic-n Update input Des2gn Output Cc: -mtnpnds Fi I es Qui t 
Urr- first letter of option or onove cursc-r with arrows and hit RETURN 
ADROIT computes the next design steps to be evaluated and offers the 
control template for ving_design. Ve now select out 
final Output 
option. 
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Use first letter of optic. r. or mc-ve cursc. r with arrows and hit RETURN 
I ntr vejut t Sc-ri Update Inpvt Design Dotpot CE'rnm6nds FII as 
1 9)- 
ADRD17# Aircraft Design by Regulotic-n c-f Indepentirnt Test. & (jo) F- Dotput 
ADRDIT 
Files WIND DESIGN. D01 Dptpi 121 4sI989 
Disul CIV .-J. '. 73me-t 11153125 
WING DESIGN 
00*0000*0*0 
According tc- yc-ur design cc-noitic. m. the fc-Ilt-win 
results have been obt&inedt 
3. Best BD aerc-fc-il sectic-n is RAE 9515 
2. Valid sweep boct ongle(s)o 15 EC, E5 
F2tGc. tc. line F3: Searc: h 6-FIO: Resize window FlOiEnd 
The above window shows the best wing section and the valid range of 
sweep angles. Ve press F10 to end. 
I ntr c-duc tI c-n Updote Input Design Dotput Ct-mm&nds 
Files Q- it 
-zn7-,. I- nT 1-dohandont Tasks (ia) 
Use first letter of option or onc-ve curst-r witri arrows &no nil& rmlu- 
ADROIT computes the next design steps to be evaluated and offers the 
control template for aircraft. The abovebutput option will display 
all the results calculated during the session. To exit from the 
design process we press 'exit'. 
At this stage, ADROIT displays the message 'Finished: aircraft' and 
returns to the main menu. The user can use the various options to 
re-view results, undo design steps, print result files etc.. When 
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finished select the Quit command from the main menu to return to 
MS-DOS. 
6.5 CONCLUSIONS 
Throughout the development of the ADROIT program for wing design, two 
considerations have been dominant: 
1. To create a practical application in which the template 
concept for knowledge representation can be explored and 
identify the limitations inherent with this approach. 
2. To create a practical program which can be easily used by 
both expert and novice designer. 
In its present form the program can perform the wing design of a 
subsonic airliner both at high and low subsonic speeds. The user can 
control the extend of the consultation and, explore rapidly and 
effectively different wing designs. 
The following Chapter considers the limitations and capabilities 
of the present implementation within the scope of the objectives set 
out in this research thesis. 
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2-D WING SECTION CHOICE 
3-D EFFECTS 
REQUIRES 
ECON. MACH NO. & 
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FIGURE 6.1 STAGES IN THE WING DESIGN PROGRAM 
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(7/) 
PARAMETER RELATIVE RELATIVE 
DIFFERENCE IMPORTANCE 
LIFT 




COEFFICIENT 0.005 15 
PITCHING 
MOMENT 0.05 10 
2-D DRAG 
RISE 0.1 30 
FIGURE 6.2. TABULAR WING SECTION RATINGS 
I- 
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CHAPTER 7 
LIMITATIONS OF TRIAL IMPLEMENTATION 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
0 
Chapter 3 described the funtionality of the various stages in wing 
design. During Chapter 4 this initial study was complemented by 
identifying the procedures and judgements used by the designer. Based 
on this study a framework for an aircraft design expert system was 
proposed in Chapter 4 and the template concept was defined to 
represent the design knowledge as small and independent design steps. 
Wing design was implemented using this framework whose scope, 
procedures, and operating instructions have been described in 
Chapter 6. This implementation has been verified against worked 
design examples (1) and has been used by design students and lecturers 
at Cranfield to test and generate their respective wing designs. The 
aim of this Chapter is to draw from this implementation the 
limitations of the approach and present the lessons towards the 
implementation of further aircraft design modules. 
7.2 LIMITATIOýS 
The current wing design program has a number of problematic features 
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which future systems should concentrate on improving. 
1. ADROIT stores the results of calculations and the choices of 
components in a global database as described in Chapter 4. 
For example, the computed aerodynamic data in the 
wing_section step are stored as the three argument PROLOG 
fact data(SYMBOL, SECTION, VALUE). These values are accessed 
by several steps and their retrieval can be slow. A great 
improvement would be. achieved if the symbol name was used. 
2. There is no explanation to the user of the reasoning 
structure employed in' the design i. e., commands to display 
the reason for a question, how a conclusion has been made, 
and why a different solution path was not taken. This is 
because the rules and algorithms are too procedural and rely 
heavily on side effects for their operation. Any explanation 
facility would need to rely heavily on canned text in order 
to describe a particular design step. 
3. The backtracking mechanism provided makes the whole system 
very slow. The essential problem is that PROLOG is tied to 
chronological backtracking. A different approach to revision 
of deductions is needed for example, a reasoning maintenance 
system to record for each choice all previously made choices 
on which it depends and the inconsistent set of choices. 
4. The fixed numerical importance associated with the wing 
section parameters does not always represent the correct 
weightings since they are dependent on various factors such 
as aircraft type, cruise speed etc. 
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5. The use of only three supercritical sections introduces some 
innaccuracies in the design process as described in 
Chapter 6. A greater number of sections including standard 
sections would improve this situation. However, access to 
supercritical section aerodynamic data is difficult due to 
commercial confidiality. 
7.3 LESSONS FOR AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION 
Chapter 5 addressed the knowledge representation aspects concerning 
aircraft configuration and enumerated the conceptual differences with 
wing design. Based on this analysis, the extensions necessary to the 
aircraft design expert system framework described in Chapter 4 were 
identified in order to model the aircraft configuration problem. The 
problems with the current program provide further refinements to these 
extensions. 
1. Wing design is a well understood activity consisting of 
mainly procedural knowledge. A declarative formalism for 
representing this knowledge would allow the design process to 
be followed and described during a tutorial i. e., declarative 
representation of the formulae and heuristics used in wing 
design is necessary if good explanation is to be achieved. 
2. A forward looking capability is required as a design decision 
is most naturally explained in terms of its eventual impact 
on parts of the design that have not been completed. 
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3. Knowledge within We system should be used to reduce the 
selection of the next step and similarly, the selection of 
the backtrack step when the design fails should be reduced to 
one. Only when several choices remain after reduction should 
the selection be left to the user. In the latter case, the 
capability to learn' new reduction techniques from the user 
answers should be provided. This learning capability has 
been identified in Chapter 2 as an integral part of the 
design process. 
4. The current implementation stores the graphical data within 
the PROLOG database, this data should be stored in an 
external database and manipulated by PROLOG via a procedural 
language in order to improve the efficiency. 
5. An Object-Oriented approach to handle the representation of 
graphical and algebraic data in a similar fashion is 
required. 
6. A more versatile system for making numerical judgements is 
required to take into account requirements and different 
aircraft types. 
7.4 CONCLUSIONS 
The difficulties with the current implementation as described above 
may impede further development of the expert system as other modules 
are incorporated. For modules such as aircraft configuration the 
template concept becomes unsuitable as a knowledge representation 
mechanism because of the interrelation between the different steps and 
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the fact that a single pith through these steps cannot be formulated 
in advanced. Based on these limitations recommendations have been put 
forward towards further development of the expert system in order to 
incorporate aircraft configuration. The following Chapter presents 
the overall conclusions of the research work carried out and lists a 
number of extensions to the system for future work. 
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CHAPTER 8 
CONCLUDING DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
The outlines of an expert system for aircraft design have been 
described. This has been made possible by a detailed analysis of the 
aircraft design knowledge base following a two pass approach. The 
first pass consisted in analysing the wing design knowledge base and 
creating a prototype program using a framework for an aircraft design 
expert system. During the second pass, a detailed analysis of the 
aircraft configuration knowledge base was performed which delivered a 
specification for the modifications and extensions necessary to the 
framework developed during the wing design implementation. The 
approach achieves the objectives of the current research in having 
effectively defined the aircraft design knowledge base and providing 
tools and specification for pew tools which are to be used within the 
aircraft design expert system. 
8.2 OBJECTIVES ACHIEVED 
The work has been directed at providing an expert system which will 
assist engineers in the preliminary design of a civil airliner. In 
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order to achieve worthwhile results, the scope of the design tasks has 
been considerably limited. 
The status of the work is one where an actual working program for 
wing design exists with supporting documentation and a very effective 
examination and evaluation of the knowledge base performed based on 
the investigation of the aircraft-design process, particularly wing 
design and aircraft configuration. The latter steps represent 
important parts of aircraft design and show the rich nature of the 
aircraft design knowledge. This provides a firm base from which 
further work can be carried out. 
8.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
Some further development areas which can be pursued as part of the 
continuing research effort towards the development of an aircraft 
design expert system are now discussed. 
Further design steps need to be implemented i. e., all aspects of 
aircraft configuration and other modules as described in Chapter 3. 
This development needs to be carefully integrated with the wing design 
and the fuselage design (76) programs. In this way the enhanced 
program will be able to perform the full range of aircraft design 
tasks. 
Object-Oriented programming represents a powerful method of 
encapsulating knowledge about objects and how they interact in the 
world as outlined in Chapter 1. This approach should be investigated 
with view at supporting the development of effective representation 
and reasoning tools for the aircraft design expert system. 
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Application oriented programs. Attention shoiild be given to the 
incorporatýon of applications oriented programs into the system with 
particular emphasis given to: 
1. The incorporation of the Finite Element (FE) method into the 
design process will require the definition and evaluation of 
the solution process. Based on modelling rules used by the 
FE analyst, the selection of a set of finite elements 
suitable for the problem, definition of a satisfactory grid 
of elements (mesh) which can geometrically define the 
structure in space and finally, the principles used in the 
interpretation of the computed results. 
2. In order to extend the scope of the design program an 
evaluation of the current Computer Aided Design (CAD) systems 
is required to assess suitable programs to link with the 
expert system. 
Man-machine intereface as described in Chapter 5 represents one 
of the most challenging areas in the developement of an aircraft 
design expert system thus, more effective methods for interacting with 
the user are required employing an engineering oriented interface. 
For example, an Object-Oriented approach for representing aircraft 
parts as objects lends itself to a better integration when asspmhling 
the overall aircraft. 
Tutorial and explanation facilities will require defining a 
graded series of 'help' like facilities which relate to the level of 
expertise of the user and an 'assessor' program to monitor the users 
use of the system and increase or decrease the help provided. 
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Extensive explanation facilities should be provided to allow users to 
interrogate the systems inference and reasoning process. This will 
require a graphical interface to provide appropriate outputs. 
Other design domains. Finally, the techniques and tools 
developed for an aircraft design expert system should be generalised 
with view to cover a broader design base to include non-aircraft 
regimes such as cars, building, ships etc. 
8.4 CONCLUSIONS 
The work carried out in the present research has been directed at 
providing an expert. system which will assist engineers in the 
preliminary design of civil airliners. Existing computer applications 
in this area take control of the task and the designer has essentially 
no control over the computational process once the design problem is 
formulated. Futhermore, the designer has no way of obtaining 
explanation for the solutions reached. 
The present research was motivated by the desire to apply AI 
methodologies to the design process. First, because the design task 
itself is becoming increasingly complex with the use of new materials, 
methods of production and concepts within an increasingly competitive 
environment. Secopdly, the rapid increase in the use of specialist 
applications software such as FE packages requires a high level of 
experience if errors are to be avoided. 
A modest effort has been made to cover these aspects which will 
help further the development of a suitable design expert system. Some 
directions for further vork have also been indicated. 
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